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Abstract

Supersymmetry plays an im portant role in particle physics model building. Be

sides its power to solve the hierarchy problem, it opens up new possibilities to solve 

some of the outstanding issues in cosmology like inflation, baryogenesis, and dark m at

ter. Consequently, most current attem pts to derive realistic particle models which 

can address cosmological questions are being made in the context of supersymmetry. 

Four case studies are presented which examine issues in dark m atter, inflation, and 

baryogenesis with a special emphasis on supersymmetry. The issues considered are 

stability  of supersymmetric dark m atter in the presence of R-parity violation in the 

heavy right-handed neutrino sector, the effect of final state self-interactions on para

m etric resonance decay of the inflaton, param etric resonance for complex fields, where 

the last two studies are motivated by supersymmetry, and the effect of reheating on 

baryogenesis from supersymmetric flat directions. The conclusions resulting from 

these studies range from a dependence of the dark m atter decaj' rate on the nature of 

R-parity violating terms to (in principle) im portant modifications of simple param et

ric resonance in the case of supersymmetry and to substantial change in the estim ates 

for the baryon asymmetry of the universe for a large subset of supersymmetric flat 

directions when only the standard model gauge symmetry is imposed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 T he Electroweak Standard M odel

The predictions of the standard model of elementary particles have been successfully 

in agreement with precision tests, so far [1]. In this model the fundam ental con

stituents of m atter are spin-1/2 fermions divided into leptons and quarks. There are 

spin-1 bosons, which mediate fundam ental interactions between fermions, and there 

are spin-0 bosons, which play a technical role in the theory and have not yet been 

observed.

Leptons and quarks come in three generations. Leptons have only electroweak 

interactions that are represented by the gauge group SU{2) x Uy{ 1). Left-handed lep

tons are SU{2) doublets (one lepton and its associated neutrino) while right-handed 

leptons are singlets of SU (2) . Quarks, in addition, participate in strong interactions 

with the S U C(3) gauge group. Like leptons, left-handed quarks are SU(2)  doublets 

and right-handed quarks are SU (2) singlets. Both leptons and quarks carry weak 

hypercharge Y  that obeys the relation Q =  e (J 3  +  ^-), where Q is the electric charge 

and Tz is the weak isospin of a particle. For a complete list of SU{2) x 6 y ( l)  as

signments of leptons and quarks see, e.g. [2]. Each quark is also in a fundam ental 

representation of S U C{3), something which makes anomaly cancellation possible and,

1
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therefore, the theory* renormalizable. Focusing on the electroweak part of the theory, 

the Lagrangian consists of a kinetic part and a gauge field part. The kinetic part is

Lkin =  ( / ? 7 +  eltj  Y L D nj +  qVYD^qY
■ - i  ( 1 - 1 )+ « r y 1 DpU a + dR ^ D ^ d R ) 

where Dyi =  — igoW^a^  — i g y \B tl for doublets and for singlets — i g ^ B ^ .

Wp is the triplet of SU {2) gauge bosons, Z?p is the gauge boson for hypercharge, and 

gi~g-z axe Uy-(1) and SU {2 ) couplings respectively. The gauge field part is

-Ik" aw fiU'a — -  
4  4

where

L G =  - - \ V M„aW ^ a -  j B fU,B ta' (1.2)

T V  =  d ^ l V S  -  d r W S  +  g o e ^ W ^ W V
(1.3)

=  dtlB u -  dvB^
We know that the electron is massive and gauge bosons that mediate the weak 

interaction m ust also be massive since this is a short range interaction. A mass 

term for fermions couples a left-handed spinor to a right-handed one. Such a term 

is not gauge invariant in the standard model because the S U (2) symmetry is not 

vectorial. Also we can 't construct a gauge invariant mass term  for gauge fields in 

four dimensions (though it is possible in three dimensions). Gauge invariance is 

necessary for renormalizability of gauge theories. In order to not destroy it, explicit 

mass terms are forbidden in the standard model. Here the Higgs boson comes to the 

rescue. We can couple an SU (2) doublet of spin-0 bosons with hypercharge Y  =  1 to 

fermions (Yukawa couplings) to have a gauge invariant term. A non-zero vev (vacuum 

expectation value) for the Higgs field results in a mass term for fermions. We exploit 

the spontaneous symm etry breaking mechanism to get a non-zero vev for Higgs. This 

can be accomplished by introducing the following Higgs Lagrangian

L u =  D ^ D » H  -  \ m 2H*H  -  yA[H*H)2 (1.4)
2 4
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W ith  A/2 >  0 it is easy to see that the vacuum  is degenerate. Rotating the Higgs 
~h+~

to a suitable state we choosedoublet
k°

< h° > =  ; < h + > -  0 (1.5)

The charge operator Q =  e(T3  +  y )  gives zero when acting on the vacuum while 

the other three generators of SU (2) x U y(l)  do not. This leads to the existence of 

three Goldstone bosons. These Goldstone bosons are eaten by the gauge fields TT,'± 

and Z

( 1 .6 )

w ±  ___ =  _ B f t  s i n ^  +  i r ^ 3 cos9w 

tan 6W =  g-
through gauge transformations. In doing so IT'* and Z  become massive and the 

SU {2) x C-V(l) group breaks down to the Uq (1) group whose gauge field, the photon

= Bp cos 6^ +  IT sin 6W (1.7)

remains massless. Afterwards, there is one real Higgs field w ith mass M .  The most 

general gauge invariant form for the Yukawa couplings is

L Yuk = h i / f i  Henj +  h i / q V H d Rj  +  h ^ q ^ H u ^ ( 1 .8 )

where H  =  iT>H~ is the charge conjugate Higgs. The mass matrices h i j%  can be 

diagonalized by un itan ' transformations acting on quark and lepton representations.

1.2 Supersym m etry

The standard  model, although in very good agreement with experiment, poses many 

curiosities for theoretical physicists. One problem  is its large num ber of parameters: 

19 to give mass to fermions and gauge bosons, mixing angles and CP violation in 

the electroweak and (probably) strong sector. There is also no explanation for the

3
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num ber of generations and the charge quantization. G U T’s could help to solve some 

of these [2] but a serious problem, the hierarchy problem remains. In the standard 

model, radiative corrections to the Higgs mass squared are quadratically divergent. 

T his means no m atte r how small the Higgs mass is at tree level, it grows uncontrol

lably through loop orders even to the GUT or Planck scale. A Higgs mass larger than 

1 TeV, however, makes the model ill-defined perturbatively [2]. In G U T’s we have a 

sim ilar situation. To avoid a rapid decay rate for the proton, those Higgs fields that 

carry  baryon num ber must be much heavier than the usual Higgs doublet. Even if 

we achieve this at tree-level through fine tuning, radiative corrections still destroy it. 

In  general, several orders of perturbation theory have to be com puted for consistent 

fine tuning. The hierarchy problem ai'ises in every theory th a t has two scales differing 

by a large num ber of orders of magnitude (like the GUT and the electroweak sym

m etry  breaking scales). This is related to another problem, the naturalness problem. 

Xaturalness states that if there is a parameter in the theory whose absence restores 

a symmetry, then perturbative corrections to that param eter are no larger than the 

physical value. As an example, consider the electron mass in the standard model. 

Gauge sym m etry is unbroken when electron mass is zero. This is reflected in the fact 

th a t the radiative correction to electron mass is only logarithmic, not too large when 

com pared w ith the mass itself.

For the Higgs field the situation is totally different. The standard  model with a 

massless Higgs possesses the same symmetries as with a massive one. In this sense, the 

Higgs mass is not natural. There are couple of ways to avoid this problem. One is the 

technicolor model which assumes that the Higgs is a femiion-antifermion condensate 

below 1 TeV rather than  a fundamental scalar. Technicolor has its own problems and 

it is not our aim  to go into this subject here. Another suggestion is supersymmetry, a 

sym m etry which unites fermions and bosons. In supersym m etry there is a fermionic 

degree of freedom for each bosonic degree of freedom (and vice versa) both  with 

the same mass. It is easy to see why the Higgs mass is natural in supersymmetric

4
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models. W ith a gauge symmetry fermion masses are natural. Supersymmetry ensures 

massless bosons when fermions are massless. In other words, fermions protect bosons 

through supersymmetry'. In the language of Feynman diagrams this is the miraculous 

cancellation of quadratic divergences in supersymmetry'. Roughly speaking, for every' 

bosonic loop there is a fermionic loop with opposite sign that cancels it. We will come 

back to these statem ents in more detail and precision.

1.2.1 Supersymmetry Algebra

Of all graded Lie algebras, only supersymmetry algebras generate symmetries of the 

S-m atrix consistent with relativistic quantum field theories [3]. The proof of this 

statem ent is based on the Coleman-Mandula theorem, the most powerful in a series 

of no-go theorems about the possible symmetries of the S-matrix. Using this theorem, 

with a couple of additional assumptions, the supersymmetry algebra is found to be

[3]

[Qa,0j] + = 2<TQij mP m ; [Pm-Qa] = [-Pm, Q j] =0 (19)

[ Q a ,^ ] + =  [Q a,Q j]+ =  0

where Qa and Q j  1 are fermionic generators which transform as (^ ,0) and (0 ,1) 

spinors, respectively, under the Lorentz group action.

This is the algebra of the so called iV =  1 supersymmetry that has only one type 

of fermionic generators Q and Q . In general, we can have any' number of fermionic 

generators: however, our focus here is on N  =  1 supersymmetry.

An appropriate language in which to formulate supersymmetry' is the superfield 

language w'hich is formulated in superspace, a set of coordinates {x^,9a,9^), where 

6a and 0$ are Grassmann variables that satisfy the anti-comm utation relations

[0a, =  [ 0 « ^ ] + =  [0 a ,^ ]+ =  0 (1-10)

Tor a  review on spinor notation and conventions see, e.g. [4].

5
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The supersymmetry algebra can then be rewritten as

[OQ, QG] =  2Ga^GP*
  ( 1.11)

[6Q,GQ\ = [Q6,QG\=0
with spinor indices suppressed for simplicity, and a supersym metry transform ation 

■written as

S(.r, G, 0) =  exp[i{GQ +  QG -  a^P")] (1.12)

It is shown in [3] that a representation of the supersymmetry algebra in terms of 

differential operators

P» = idp : Q = d0 — ia^Gd^ : Q =  —d0 + iGa^d^ (1-13)

can be derived, and covariant derivatives that anticommute by which infinitesimal 

supersymmetry transformations are given by

D =  do + ia^0dtL : D =  —d0 — iOaMdtl (1-14)

There are also L- and R-representations of the supersymmetry algebra [3] where

Q l =O0 : Q l =  -do  +  2i6attdtt
(1-15)

Qa — do — 2^cr;'0c?/( : Q R =  - d 0 
with the corresponding covariant derivatives

D L = d0 + 'ha^Od^ : D L =  - d 0
(1.16)

D r =  do '■ D r =  —do -  2iQa^dti

1.2.2 Superfields

A superfield <5(.r, G,6) is a function th a t transforms as follows under the supersym

m etry transformation S(y, a . a)  =  exp[/(aQ  +  Qa  — yhlP^)]

§{x ,6 .6 )  -+ <3>(.r + y — iaatl6 +  i6a^a,G + a,G + a)  (1-1“ )

6
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Consider the Taylor expansion of a superfield in terms of 9 and 9 . Because 6 

and 6 are Grassmann variables, the series is terminated at the 9969 term. A (left-) 

right-handed chiral superfield is a  superfield that satisfies (D&)  =  0. In the

L-representation of the supersym metry algebra

D L = - d g (1.18)

so a left-handed chiral superfield in the L-representation is a  function only of 9 and 

can be written as follows

$ l { . v . 9 ) = p ( . r ) + 0 t ’(.r) + 99F{x)  (1.19)

with spinor indices suppressed for simplicity, o  and F  are com plex scalars and u  is a 

left-handed Weyl spinor. They are called component fields of the supei-fiekl $  . The 

variation of these component fields under a supersymmetry transform ation is

<5p =  y /2 a v :6 v  =  x /Ia F  +  i \ /2o tla.dtl&.6F =  —iy/2d^Oaf‘d  (1-20)

We notice that the variation of the highest component (F )  of a chiral superfield 

under a supersym metry transform ation is a total derivative. Analogously, a right- 

handed chiral superfield in the R-representation (where D R = do) can be written as 

follows

$ « (* ,* )  =  p(.r) +  H i .  r) +  99F(z),  (1.21)

where ip is a right-handed Weyl spinor. It is seen that conjugate of a left-handed 

chiral superfield $ L in the L-representation is a right-handed chiral superfield in the

R-representation. To bring them  into the same representation we have to do the

following replacement [3]

$ r ( x , 9 , 9 ) = 2i9<rJ), 6) (1.22)

7
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where is now a right-handecl chiral superfield in the L-representation. The product 

of amr number of left- (right-)handed chiral superfields is a  left- (right-)handed chiral 

superfield. There are also vector superfields, superfields which are real, i.e. V  =  V 1 

. Vector superfields are functions of both  9 and 9 and in the \Vess-Zumino gauge are 

w ritten as follows [3]

vr(x) =  - d a ^ e v ^ x )  +  i.eeex(x) -  mex(x) + 19999D(x) (1.23)

where \']L is a vector field, A is a  left-handed Weyl spinor, and D  is a real scalar field. 

Variation of these component fields under supersym metry transformation is

6X = a a ^ V ^ :  6Vtl =  iaa^X  +  icta^X: 6D =  —aa^d^X  +  aa^d^X (1-24)

where — aua^). =  d^Vu — du\'\u . It is seen that the variation of the

highest component (D ) of a vector superfield is also a to tal derivative. The product 

of an equal number of left- and right-handed chiral superfields is a vector superfield.

We notice that both chiral and vector superfields contain an equal num ber of 

bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. In a chiral superfield, v  provides four 

fermionic degrees of freedom before using the Dirac equation, while o  and F  each 

provide two bosonic degrees of freedom, for a total of four. In a vector superfield, A 

provides four fermionic degrees of freedom (again, before using the Dirac equation), 

while V' provides three and D another bosonic degree of freedom.

1.2.3 Supersymmetry Lagrangian

As mentioned earlier, the variation of F- and D-terms under supersymmetry transfor

m ation is a to tal derivative. This gives us a clue for supersymmetry model building. 

Integration of a (chiral) vector superfield over superspace coordinates leaves us w ith 

the integral of (F-)D-term over spacetime, which is invariant not only under Lorentz 

transform ation, but also under supersym metry transformation.

8
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As a simple example we consider supersymmetric version of the Ao4 theory. W ith 

a left-handed chiral superfield

$(x) =  p(.r) +  0 t’(.r) + 99F(x) (1.25)

mass terms and interactions are derived from the F-term (superpotential)

£ F =  I m $ 2 +  I  A$3 (1.26)

while kinetic terms are added through the D-term

L d =  ^ < 5  (1.27)

The Lagrangian density of the theory is

L = J  d'29d-9Lu + J  cl29LF +  h.c. (1.2S)

The F  field is an auxiliary field which can be eliminated through equations of

motion

F  = —m o '  — Ap (1.29)

In general, given a superpotential II/ ( $ r ), we can find the scalar potential arising 

from it

v  =  I ™  I2 (1.30)

Supersymmetric version of a gauge field strength is derived from a F-term. W ith 

the vector superfield V

V (x) = -Q aJ& V^x)  +  m e \ { x )  -  W99\(x)  +  ^9999D{x) (1.31)

in the Wess-Zumino gauge [3], it turns out that ^ ( W aWa ) gives the desired term.
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In the abelian case

WQ = D D D aV (1.32)

while for the non-abelian case

Wa =  DD[exp(—g V )D a exp(gV)\ (1.33)

where g is the gauge coupling, =  V^aT a, and T a are generators of the non-abelian 

gauge group. The D  field is an auxiliary field which can be eliminated through 

equations of motion.

Finally, the coupling of the gauge field to m a tte r  is through the D-term

where $  is in some representation of gauge group [3]. For a detailed look a t the 

Lagrangian of a supersymmetric gauge theory see, e.g. [4].

1.2.4 Supersymmetry Breaking

As long as supersymmetry is exact, there is no renorm alization of the superpotential, 

either finite or infinite, in perturbation theory. Therefore, i f , for some reason, a fine 

tuning happens at tree-level, it wall be preserved to any order of perturbation  the

ory. This is the famous non-renormalization theorem  for supersymmetry. It ensures 

that if supersym m etry is unbroken at tree-level, it is unbroken at any order of per

turbation theory. So there is no analogue to the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism for 

supersymmetry" breaking. In exact supersym m etry, all renormalization is in D-terms 

and divergences are absorbed in wavefunctions and  gauge couplings. Furtherm ore, 

there are no quadratic divergences, only" logarithm ic ones. All the statem ents we 

made can readily" be verified by using the superfield formalism [5]. This is the reason

[&exp{2g\r)$ \D (1.34)

10
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behind our hope to render the standard model to a natural theory* by* making it su- 

persymmetric. However, if supersymmetry* has anything to do with particle physics, 

it must be broken at low energies. We do not observe equal mass superpartners of 

the standard  model particles.

In the case of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking the vacuum is not invari

ant under supersy*mmetry* transform ations. We recall that the variation of a  chiral 

superfield under sucli a  transform ation is

66 =  v /2ay  : 66 = V 2 a F  +  iy /la^dd^o  : 6F  =  —i ^ O ^ v a ^ d  (1.35)

We want the Lorentz transform ation symmetry to be unbroken, so the vev of v  

must be zero. Also d^o  =  0 in the ground state: consequently 66  =  6F  =  0. 6 t ’ is 

non-zero only* if <  F  > #  0. A massless femiion. the Goldstino, arises in spontaneous 

breakdown of supersymmetry* through a non-zero vev for the F-term , the F-ty*pe 

breaking. It is also possible that supersymmetry breaking happens through a non

zero vev for a D-term, the D-type breaking, in which case there also exists a Goldstino.

There are no quadratic divergences and only* finite renormalization of the super

potential for the F-type (and also upon satisfying certain conditions for the D-type) 

breaking [5]. However, there are some phenomenological problems which arise when 

one attem pts to build realistic particle physics models based on the F-ty*pe breaking 

(O 'Rafeartaigli model) or the D-ty*pe breaking (Fayet-Illiopoulos model) [6]. Today, 

the most common scenario for producing low energy* supersymmetry* breaking is the 

hidden-sector scenario. In this scenario, supersymmetry* breaks in a ” hidden sector" 

which interacts only through gravity* or gauge interactions with ordinary* m atter, at 

either high (e.g. 1011 GeV) or medium (e.g. 104 GeV) scales, depending on the ty*pe 

of m ediation, and it manifests itself in explicit supersymmetry breaking terms which 

are continued through renormalization group equations to low energies. These are 

called soft supersym m etry breaking terms, taking the form

11
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MiiJeCp2) +  M 2Im{Q2) +  C (o3 +  h.c.) +  A/3(AaAa +  AaAa) (1.36)

where o  is a scalar field, and Aa is a gaugino (notice tha t all terms are gauge invariant 

combinations). These terms lead to logarithmic divergences and all divergences are 

absorbed in wavefunctions, gauge couplings and soft supersym m etry breaking terms.

1.2.5 Supersymmetry and Particle Physics

Supersymmetry, because of its potential to solve the hierarchy7 problem, plays an 

im portant role in particle model building. Besides that, there are other hints that 

tell us that supersym m etry may7 be relevant. Among them we can name the natural 

emergence of gravity from local supersymmetry and viability7 of the unification of 

the coupling constants of the standard model w ithin the context of supersymmetry. 

The most im portant problem which remains to be solved is the mechanism of su- 

persymimetry breaking and its manifestation at low energies. Here we consider the 

supersymmetric version of the standard model, the MSSM (minimal supersym metric 

standard model), which contains no new particles except for the superpartners of the 

standard model particles and a new (doublet) Higgs superfield which is needed for 

technical reasons 2. The standard model particles and their superpartners belong to 

the same representation and have the same quantum  numbers . The fermionic part

ner of the standard  model Higgs is a doublet with 1 ' =  1. For anomaly7 cancellation, 

another fermionic doublet (and its bosonic partner) w ith Y  =  — 1 is needed. This is 

the origin of the new Higgs superfielcl. This new Higgs is also needed to give mass 

to the top quark. In supersymmetry7. Yukawa couplings come from the superpoten

tial and the superpotential is an analytic function of the superfields. Therefore, the 

charge conjugate of the standard model Higgs cannot be used to give mass to the top 

quark: we have to introduce a new Higgs with quantum  numbers which are charge

2It is easily figured out that none of the superpartners o f the standard m odel particles are con

tained in the standard m odel [6j.

12
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conjugate of the standard  model Higgs.

The superpotential of the MSSM can be written as the sum of Yukawa couplings 

(with generation indices suppressed)

Fy = huH iQ uc +  hdH2Qdc + heH2Lec (1.37)

where Hi  and H> are two Higgs doublets, Q and L are doublets of left-handed quarks 

and leptons respectively, uc the left-handed anti-up quark, dc the left-handed anti

down quark, and ec the left-handed anti-electron, all superfields. It is interesting to 

see what global phase symmetries this superpotential can have. There are two types of 

such symmetries: those which commute with supersymmetry and those which do not. 

In the first type, all component fields of a superfield transform identically under the 

action of the 17(1) symmetry group. It is easy to show that there are four symmetries 

of this type for Fy  : lepton number, baryon number, hypercharge and PQ symm etry

[7], where all but hypercharge are anomalous.

The second type of global phase symmetries are called R-symmetries, under which 

6 coordinates also transform. This means that the component fields of a superfield 

transform differently under the action of 17(1) group. Fy also has an R-svmmetry [7]. 

R-symmetrv does not seem to be a symmetry of nature, therefore, if not explicitly, 

it must be broken spontaneously. R-symmetry is anomalous, which leads to the 

emergence of a pseudo-Goldstone boson, the R-axion. This is problematic from an 

experimental point of view. R-symmetry also forbids gauginos from having mass, 

which is viable.

If we add the gauge singlet term /.iH i H2 to Fy,  both PQ and R-symmetry break 

explicitly. However the linear combination jP Q + R  is still preserved and anomalous: 

hence the same problem arises. By adding soft supersymmetry breaking terms

m 1 2 |i7 i | 2  +  m 22\H2\2 +  m uh uH iQ uc +  m dhdH2Qdc -f m eheH2L£c +  m s/.iHiH2 (1.38)
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this sym m etry breaks to a  Z 2 discrete sym m etry called R-paritv. R-parity assigns the
f  i o n i C

factor (—1) “ to each particle where L, B ,  and S  are lepton number, baryon

number, and spin of the particle, respectively. Eventually, the following superpoten

tial

F  = Fy + Fn = hvH^Qu'  +  hdH 2Qdc +  heH 2Lec + hH i H 2 (1.39)

along with the above soft supersym metry breaking terms, the supersym metry break

ing gaugino mass terms, the associated D-term s. the kinetic terms, and the gauge 

term s constitute the MSSM Lagrangian. Lagrangians for the extensions of the MSSM 

(e.g. supersym m etric G U T’s) can be built accordingly by imposing the gauge invari

ance and the fact that superpotential is an analytic function of superfields. For a good 

review on prospects of supersymmetry for particle model building see. for example 

[8]-

1.3 C osm ology

The universe, though presently old and large, is believed to have been very small 

in its early stages. This suggests that particle physics played a role in dynamics of 

the universe since the very beginning. Actually, there is a  strong interplay between 

particle physics and cosmology: particle theory could explain some of the cosmological 

phenomena, while cosmology strongly restricts particle physics model building. The 

early universe, because it was in thermal equilibrium, is a laboratory' for testing new 

physics at high energies unreachable on earth.

1.3.1 Big Bang Cosmology

The standard  big bang cosmology is a successful model th a t explains some observa

tional aspects of the universe very elegantly. The big bang model is based on three

14
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theoretical pillars: the Einstein equations, the cosmological principle, and the perfect 

fluid description of m atter. Together, these give the following metric

ds2 =  — dt2 +  a 2 (t)[ ^ r . 2  +  r2{dd2 +  sin26do2)] (1-40)
i. Ac r

for the universe when using spherical coordinates [9]. The constant k  is +1 , 0, or 

- 1  for a  closed, flat and open universes, respectively. a{t) is the scale factor of the 

universe and its evolution depends on the phase of the perfect fluid (i.e. m atter, 

radiation, ...) . The universe is m atter-dom inated today, but at early stages most 

of its energy was in the form of radiation. There are three observational pillars for 

the big bang model: the observed redshift of galaxies, the CMBR (cosmic microwave 

background radiation), and the light element abundances, all of which are in very 

good agreement w ith theory [9].

The CMBR provides a snapshot of the universe at the moment of recombination, 

when atoms first became stable. Photons, which had a very short mean free path  in 

the ionized m atter before recombination, interact for the last time and reach us from 

the surface of last scattering. This represents the best example of black-body radiation 

experimentally allowed with deviation of less than 0.005% and a tem perature T  =  

2.7277K measured by COBE [10]. Predictions of BBN (big bang nucleosynthesis) 

for the abundance of 4He also strongly support the big bang model. The primordial 

abundance of 4He depends on three factors: the neutron lifetime, the number of light 

neutrinos (light enough to be relativistic at T  = 1 MeV, when the weak interaction 

freezes), and the ratio  of the density of baryons to the density of photons [9]. Recent 

measurements of the 4He abundance point to a Y  =  in the range 0.235 — 0.245 

[11, 12]. For a recent review on BBN see, for example [13].

1.3.2 Inflation

There are some shortcom ings in the big bang model which, while not in contradiction 

with the theory, nevertheless require fine tuning and very special initial conditions.

15
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The most famous of these are the flatness-entropy and horizon problems; depending on 

the particle physics model of the early universe, there could be monopole and gravitino 

problems as well [14]. At present, the only solution to all of these problems is inflation

[14] 3. During inflation, the universe experiences a period of superluminal expansion 

which stretches a sm all patch within the horizon into a  very large volume flattened 

to a very high degree. A scalar field, called the inflaton, is needed to drive inflation. 

The inflaton energy density is almost constant during inflation, while all other kinds 

of energy density will be inflated away. In other words, the pre-inflation memory of 

the universe is erased. Some 60 e-folds of inflation would be enough to solve both 

the flatness and horizon problems. In order to have successful inflation, the inflaton 

scalar potential must be very flat for some range of the field value. Unfortunately 

there is to date no realistic model for inflation from the particle perspective.

At the end of inflation, the inflaton enters an oscillatory regime, during which 

the energy density of the universe is dominated by the coherent oscillations of the 

inflaton field, which behave like non-relativistic m atter. The inflaton will efficiently 

decay to those particles to which it is coupled when the decay rate is equal to or 

larger than the Hubble constant. Upon thermalization of decay products, we have 

the familiar radiation-dom inated FRW universe and the dynamics will be that of 

the big bang model from then on. The transition from the former to the latter 

one is called reheating, the details of which are of great importance. Until recently, 

it was thought that inflaton decay occurs in the perturbative regime through one- 

particle decay, allowing a simple estim ate for the reheat tem perature [16], In the 

past five years it has been noted that the dynamics of decay is generally much more 

complicated. For specific ranges of the inflaton coupling and its initial amplitude, 

the decay rate is substantially amplified and decay products are explosively produced 

in certain momentum bands (particularly for bosons, for which occupation numbers

3 A lthough there arc other suggestions to solve some of these problem s, inflation looks as if it is 

the only candidate to solve all [15].
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larger than  one are allowed). N on-perturbative effects can become very im portan t, 

leading to a  very rapid decay of the inflaton called param etric resonance decay (for a 

detailed discussion see [17]).

Close to the end of this stage, the decay products have a non-therm al momen

tum  distribution w ith energies typically much higher than the inflaton mass. At this 

stage, very interesting and novel phenomena can occur like non-therm al sym m etry 

restoration w ith subsequent formation of topological defects [18, 19], production of 

superheavy particles even with masses close to  the Planck mass [20, 21], strong su

persym m etry breaking [22], and gravitino production [23]. Consequently, all viable 

inflationary' models must be reconsidered to see whether the inflaton decay is indeed 

via resonance and (in this case) leads to cosmologically unacceptable implications.

1.3.3 Baryogenesis

All the m atter we observe today is made out o f baryons, almost all of them nucleons. 

The question is: what causes such an asym m etry between baryons and antibaryons? It 

could be an initial condition, but then we need a fine tuning which is not desirable. In 

addition, with a period of inflation, any such baryon asymm etry will be inflated away. 

Another possibility is that after the freeze-out of nucleon-antinucleon annihilation, 

m atter and an tim atter were separated somehow, so tha t there are parts of the universe 

which fully consist of antibaryons, just as our p art consists of baryons. This suggestion 

has serious problems. It does not give the correct am ount of baryons which we observe 

today' and apparently violates causality [14].

It was Sakharov [24] who first pointed out the necessary ingredients to produce a 

baryon asymmetry' from symmetric initial conditions:

1 - Baryon num ber violating interactions.

2- C and CP violation.

3- Out of therm al equilibrium condition.

It was understood later th a t G U T’s could provide these conditions. In G U T’s,
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there are heavy gauge and Higgs bosons that carry baryon num ber [2], CP violation 

is provided through phases in fermion Yukawas, and the out of equilibrium  condition 

is satisfied when the tem perature of the early universe drops below the gauge (Higgs) 

boson mass. Lower bounds on the m ass of heavy gauge bosons can be found from 

laboratory  bounds on baryon number violating interactions like proton decay. How

ever, in  the simplest GUT’s (e.g. S U (5)) which preserve B  — L,  it is easy to show 

th a t if electroweak interactions are in therm al equilibrium, any baryon asym m etry is 

eventually washed out [25]. There are o ther suggestions to produce the BAU (baryon 

asym m etry of the universe). It can be shown [26] that w ith some conserved num

ber and asymm etry among generations, a net baryon number is generated after the 

fermions acquire mass, even if one s tarts  initially with B —L — 0. It was also suggested

[27] th a t an asymm etry would be preserved if some of it was carried by right-handed 

fermions. as long as some of the Yukawa couplings were out of equilibrium.

The out of equilibrium decay of gauge bosons scenario does not seem viable in the 

presence of inflation. The reheat tem perature in inflationary models is generically of 

the order 101 0  — 10u  GeV. for perturbative inflaton decay. In SU(o),  for example, 

mass of the heavy gauge boson is of the order 10l 0  GeV. Therefore, there would not 

be enough gauge bosons after reheating to produce the observed BALL The situation 

for the heavy Higgs is somewhat better, as their mass is typically four orders of 

m agnitude smaller than the mass of heavy gauge bosons [25].

There are other mechanisms by which one may generate a baryon asymm etry 

w ithout G U T’s. One uses the baryon number anomaly of the s tandard  model as 

its basic ingredient. The SU{'2) vacuum is not unique, it consists of topologically 

d istinct sectors with their assigned Cliem indices [28]. Going from one sector to 

another changes both the baryon and lepton number, but preserves their difference 

B  — L . At zero tem perature, the only way for the transition to take place is through 

tunneling, the so-called instanton solution. At finite tem perature, sphalerons m ediate 

the transition, and above the electroweak breaking scale, the transition rate is very
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fast. Sphalerons, CP-violating phases in the CIvM m atrix in the standard  model, and 

the electroweak phase transition (if first order) provide all the necessary ingredients 

pointed out by Sakharov, and could result in the baryon asym m etry we observe today

[29]. However, this mechanism is insufficient to lead to the observed BAU within the 

context of the standard model [30].

There is another alternative which uses the sphaleron effect. A net lepton number 

asymm etry can be generated if lepton number violating interactions tha t violate C 

and CP become out of equilibrium. In a simple model [31], three heavy* right-handed 

neutrinos w ith both Dirac and M ajorana mass terms are added to the standard model. 

Lepton num ber is violated by the M ajorana mass term and CP violating phases can 

arise in Yukawa couplings. Out of equilibrium decay of heavy neutrinos generates a 

net lepton number in the light sector that is partially converted to baryon number 

through sphalerons.

For a recent review on theories of baryogenesis see, for example [30].

1.3.4 Dark Matter

Based upon BBN, concordance of light element primordial abundances requires [9]

4(3) x 10~ 1 0  < q <  7(10) x 10" 1 0  (1.41)

where rj = with n B and n1 the baryon and photon num ber density respectively. 

This means

0.015(0.011) <  n Bh2 <  0.026(0.037) (1.42)

where H  =  lOO/i and V.B — with H  the Hubble constant and pB the baryon

energy density. For a generous range in the hubble constant

0.015(0.011) <  QB < 0.16(0.21) (1.43)
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The Einstein equations give

, r9 8 t t  k
H 2 = — Gp -  (1.44)

o  CL

We define pc = ^zqH'1 as the critical density and f> =  ^-, where p =  px t+ p \ ,  with 

Pm and p \  denoting energy density in m atter and cosmological constant, respectively. 

We notice that for a flat (h = 0) universe P  =  1 . The inflationary- scenario also 

predicts P =  1, otherwise fine tuning will be needed.

T hat portion of m atter which we observe in our galaxy (all baryonic) accounts for 

only f> ~  0.01 . The flatness of the rotational curve of the galaxy beyond its disk 

suggests that (at least) P  ~  0.1 for the galaxy*. This provides evidence w*hich suggests 

that the gravitationally dominant mass component of the universe is dark, i.e. it is 

not seen either in emission or absorption of any type of electromagnetic radiation. 

This is the dark m atter (DM). Recent measurements give Pdm > 0.15 (an absolute 

lower bound, coming from satellites of spiral galaxies). P dm =  (0.19 ±0.06) (from the 

mass over light ratio of clusters), P-dm = (0.44 ±  0 .1 1 ) (from the baryon fraction in 

clusters, using BBN). P-dm = (0.55 ±  0.17) (from the abundance of high-z clusters). 

There are many candidates for dark m atter in particle theories. For the baryonic case 

see [32]. The m ajor candidates for non-baryonic dark m atter are:

1- Light neutrinos (hot dark m atter): if one or more standard neutrino species 

are non-relativistic at present, then their contribution to the present density of the 

universe is pu =  Y , i m vi{nWi +  n*t.) =  P.upc, thus

a , * 2  =  (1.45)

Estim ates based on the density of 2D [33], whose primordial abundance is the best 

known among the light elements [34], give P D =  (0.019 ±  0.0024)h~2, comparable to 

the density of a standard 2  eV neutrino.

2- Axions (cold dark m atter): this is a pseudo-Goldstone boson that appears in 

the PQ (Peccei-Quinn) solution to the strong CP problem. An axion with the mass
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10“° eV could close the universe. For a good review on axions see, for example [35].

3- LSP (lightest supersymmetric particle): a cold dark  m atter candidate in super- 

symmetric models. We will come back to this in more detail later on.

4- Cosmological constant: during last two years two new pieces of strong evidence 

for fl.u <  1  have appeared. The first of them is based on the evolution of the abun

dance of rich galaxy' clusters with redshift c [36]. The second, completely independent, 

argument for f lM =  (0.2 — 0.4) follows from direct observations of supemovae (type 

la) explosions a t redshifts up to z ~  1  [37]. For a good discussion in this regard see, 

for example [38].

1.3.5 Supersymmetry and Cosmology

Supersymmetry could possibly answer some basic questions in cosmology, such as the 

origin of dark m a tte r  and the BAU, yet at the same tim e it could also impose some 

restrictions. As an example, consider inflation in the context of supersymmetry. As 

mentioned earlier, the superpotential gets only a finite renorm alization from radiative 

corrections when supersym m etry is softly broken. T h a t part of the potential which 

comes from D-term s

V' =  ± D aD a : D a = gd 'T ^ i jO j  (1.46)

has logarithmic divergences, but it is zero when 6  is a gauge singlet. It suggests 

that for a singlet inflaton we can construct a flat potential at tree-level w ithout 

worrying about radiative corrections. On the other hand, the reheat tem perature in 

supersymmetric m odels must be lower than ~  101 0  GeV. The reason for this constraint 

is the presence of gravitinos, superpartners of gravitons. They' are so weakly' coupled 

to other particles th a t if they are produced at higher tem peratures, they can’t decay 

rapidly enough and eventually dominate the energy density of the universe, destroying 

the predictions of BBN [14].

The MSSM introduces a natural candidate for dark m atte r as a result of its discrete
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symmetry, R-parity. Under R-parity all standard model particles are assigned 1 , 

while all their superpartners are assigned - 1 . R-parity conservation means that decay 

products of a  supersymmetric particle must include an odd num ber of supersymmetric 

particles. So the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable as long as R-parity 

is conserved. The question is: what is the LSP? It is likely to be electrically neutral 

and have only weak interactions. If it had either electric charge or strong interactions, 

it would presum ably have lost energy* and condensed into the galactic disk along with 

ordinary m atter. In this case, it would be detectable as an anomalous heavy isotope of 

ordinary m atter, in conflict with experimental limits. It also occurs rarely in models 

to have a coloured or charged LSP, naively because mass of such a LSP is more 

sensitive to radiative corrections.

The neutral and colourless candidates in the MSSM are the gravitino, the sneu- 

trino. two neutral Higgs fermions (Higgsinos), and two neutral gauge fermions (gaug- 

inos). In models with gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking, the gravitino is the 

LSP. In gravity m ediated models, however, its cosmological relevance would require 

inflation with just the right amount of reheating. Sneutrinos have also been ruled 

out b\* experim ents on direct dark m atter detection. The rem aining candidates are 

neutral gauginos ( W 3.D) and Higgsinos known as neutralinos. The LSP is

the linear com bination of neutralinos which has the lowest mass. There are allowed 

regions of param eter space of the MSSM for the LSP that are specified by dark m atter 

considerations. In special cases the LSP is a pure photino, bino or some combination 

of Higgsinos [32].

Supersym m etry also provides an interesting alternative for baryogenesis, the so- 

called Affleck-Dine mechanism [39]. In the limit of unbroken supersymmetry, the 

ground sta te  of theory has many flat directions. Soft supersym m etry breaking terms 

slightly lift this large vacuum degeneracy. If there are effective terms in the potential 

th a t violate baryon number (these terms could come from a GUT) plus CP-violating
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phases, an initial value of a  scalar field along a flat direction 4  can evolve to a  net 

baryon num ber that is conserved in sfermions during the expansion of early universe

[39]. After reheating and decay of the flat direction this baryon number is carried 

both  by fermions and sfermions and eventually leads to the observed BAU.

In the original model, however, an 577(5) GUT was used to provide the baryon 

num ber violating operator [39]. In SU(5) B  — L  is conserved and, as we mentioned 

earlier, if all interactions are in equilibrium, then sphalerons wash out any baryon 

and lepton num ber and finally B — L = 0 . It was already pointed out in the original 

paper [39] th a t Bose-Einstein condensates of sfermions may form after reheating. If 

m ost of the baryon number is carried by the condensates, it is safe from erasure by 

sphalerons. During expansion of the universe, both the critical tem perature for con

densate form ation Tc and the temperature of universe T  drop, the former proportional 

to a~i  the la tte r to a - 1  [40], where a is scale factor of the universe. If Tc does not 

drop below T  until sphalerons go out of equilibrium, the baryon number is safe from 

erasure. After condensate evaporation there is no longer a sphaleron effect, and part 

of the baryon number carried by fermions leads to the BAU.

There are also models [41, 42] that use the same features, flat directions in the 

ground sta te  and scalars that carry lepton and baryon number, to derive a lepton 

asymm etry which is partially converted to a baryon asymmetry through sphalerons. 

These models contain right-handed neutrinos and use lepton number violating oper

ators to get a net lepton number carried by sleptons and, after reheating, by leptons. 

In these models B  — L ^  0 initially, so there is no need to require the formation of 

Bose-Einstein condensates of sfermions.
4T his initial value can be provided by quantum fluctuations during inflation.
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1.4 Onwards

In this thesis, the reader will find four relatively self-contained investigations dealing 

w ith topics in astro-particle physics, with a special emphasis on supersym m etry. In 

chapter 2, a minimal extension of the MSSM, including three (heavy) right-handed 

(s)neutrinos to accomodate neutrino masses via the see-saw mechanism, is considered. 

R -parity  violating terms in the heavy neutrino sector are introduced (there exists 

alread\* strict laboratory and cosmological bounds on direct R -parity violation in the 

low energy sector [43]). The induced R-parity violation in the MSSM sector will be 

investigated and the instability  of the LSP as the dark m atter candidate will be used 

to restrict high energy R-parity violating terms.

C haper 3 deals with the resonance decay of the inflaton to final s ta te  bosons w ith 

self-interactions of gauge strength. It is well known that gauge non-singlet bosons in 

supersym m etry have such self-interactions coming from the D-term  part of the scalar 

potential. It will be showm th a t param etric resonance is substantially modifed in the 

presence of self-interactions, which could possibly avoid disastrous overproduction of 

gravitinos. In chapter 4, m otivated by the fact that supersymmetry inherently deals 

w ith complex scalar fields, param etric resonance for a complex oscillating scalar field 

w ith phase invariant coupling to the final s ta te  fields is investigated. It will be showm 

th a t an out of phase component in the oscillations of the real and im aginary p arts  of 

the oscillating field could kill the resonance in some cases. The effect of such an out 

o f phase component on some alternative mechanisms of explosive particle production 

will be studied, as well as its effect on param etric resonance in an expanding universe.

In chapter 5 baryo/lepto-genesis from the oscillation of condensates along flat 

directions of the supersym m etric standard model, which attained large vevs at the end 

of the inflationary epoch, will be examined. The key observation is th a t superpotential 

interactions couple the flat directions to other fields wiiose induced mass from the 

flat direction vev may be sufficiently small tha t they are kinematically accessible to 

inflaton decay. In such cases the flat directions s ta rt their oscillations a t an earlier tim e
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than  usually estimated: the oscillations are also term inated earlier, due to evaporation 

o f the flat direction condensate produced by its interaction w ith the plasm a of inflaton 

decay products. In these cases we find that estimates for the resulting baryon/lepton 

asymmetry- of the universe are substantially altered.
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Chapter 2 

Neutrino Mass Effects in a 

Minimally Extended 

Supersymmetric Standard Model

2.1 Introduction

Despite its current experimental elusiveness, the supersymmetric standard model 

remains theoretically well motivated. Supersymmetry itself represents the unique 

possibility to combine internal and spacetime symmetries in quantum  field theories, 

evading “no go’: theorems by its incorporation of anticom m utation relations in its 

defining algebraic structure. The gauging of supersym metry inevitably results in a 

general coordinate invariant theory, and Einstein gravity, and leads along the path 

of unification of gravity with the gauge interactions. Unification of the gauge inter

actions themselves appears to be facilitated by supersymmetry: extrapolation of the 

gauge coupling constants of the standard model gauge group factors according to the 

renorm alization group equation with standard model m atter content does not result 

in them  coming together at a single point. On the other hand, when the superpartners 

of the standard  model m atter m ultiplets (including two Higgs doublets as required
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in the supersym metric standard model) are included in the renorm alization group 

running above the electroweak scale then the coupling constants for SU(3), SU(‘2), 

and U (l), cross a t an energy scale of order 10 1 6  GeV [1 ], as would be required for 

unification, and this unification scale is consistent, in these theories, with the ob

served stab ility  of the proton. Finally, the inclusion of supersym m etry partners at 

about the electroweak scale is essential for the strongest phenomenological motivation 

for supersymmetry, which is to explain the stab ility  of the electroweak scale under 

radiative corrections, and the maintenance of the hierarchy between the electroweak 

scale and  the GUT or Planck scales.

It is well known, however, that the m inim al supersym metric standard model

(MSSM) contains only a few of the possible gauge invariant couplings. W ith a m in

imal field content, the superpotential can be w ritten as the sum  of Yukawa terms 

(with generation indices suppressed)

Fy = huHiQuc + hdH>Qdc + h£H 2Lec (2.1)

and to avoid an axion like state a mass term m ixing the two Higgs doublets Hi  and 

H-2,

F// =  i.iH i H 2 (2 .2)

Q and L  are weak doublets and nc, dc, and ec are their corresponding right-handed 

counterparts. These are the only superpotential terms necessary to recover standard 

model fermion masses and Higgs couplings. T he  MSSM possesses a Z2 symm etry 

known as i?-parity which can be represented by R  =  ( —l ) F+L‘f3ZJ in terms of the 

particle 's fermion, lepton, and baryon numbers.
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2.2 R ight-H anded  N eutrinos and R -P arity  V iola

tio n

One obvious extension of the MSSM consists of the inclusion of neutrino masses via 

a see-saw mechanism [2]. This is easily accomplished by the addition to  the superpo

tential of

Fv =  M N N  + h„HiLN  (2.3)

Neutrino masses of order h„2vi2/ M  will then be generated for the light (left-handed)

neutrinos, where Vi =  (Hi).  It should be noted that the interactions induced by the 

superpotential F„ do not violate R-parity as they only violate lepton number in units 

of two. They do not, however, constitute the most general set of N-field interactions 

allowed by gauge invariance. As well as F„, one may also introduce the superpotential 

terms

F.v =  A H iH o N  +  k N 3 (2.4)

The com bination of the interactions in F„ w ith either of the interactions in Fy  will

result in violation of R-parity.

The inclusion of neutrino mass by the see-saw mechanism has many other bene

fits in addition to the generation of neutrino masses which can in principle aid in the 

solution to the solar neutrino problem and /o r atmospheric neutrino deficit and /o r 

cosmological hot dark m atter (though not all simultaneously w ithout the inclusion of 

a fourth sterile neutrino). Right-handed neutrino decay has been utilized[3] to gen

erate a lepton asymmetry which in conjunction with non-perturbative electroweak 

interactions becomes a baryon asymmetry. In refs. [4, 5], this mechanism was ex

tended to supersymmetric models as well. Another possibilitv[6 ] for the generation 

of a baryon asymm etry made use of flat directions in the scalar potential as in the 

Afheck-Dine mechanism [7]. In the la tter, the superpotential F = Fy +  F.v +  Fv was 

required in order to induce a lepton number violating operator. For simplicity only 

one set (3 generations) of chiral superfields were added. Thus R -parity  was explicitly
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violated. In that model, /2-parity could have been preserved if the .Y-fields in Fy  

were distinct and have a different /?-paritv assignment than  th a t of the iY's in F„.

There are numerous other ways in which one can imagine extending the MSSM. 

In what is often called the minimal-nonminimal superymmetric standard  model (MN- 

MSSM) a single additional gauge singlet chiral superfield, N  is added [8 ]. This ex

tension is realized by simply adding to the superpotential the contribution from Fy  

(2.4). The prim ary motivation for the inclusion of the Higgs singlet is the possibility 

that it offers for the dynamical generation of the Higgs mixing mass f.i. If the .V field 

is a field which acquires a vev determined by mass param eters of the order of the elec

troweak scale, then with a NHiHo  coupling of standard strength  (say comparable to 

a gauge coupling) Higgs mixing of the requisite magnitude is induced. On the other 

hand, if the mass parameters in the N  sector are much larger, say of an intermediate 

scale, or perhaps of the GUT scale, as might naturally be expected to be in see-saw 

models, then if the -V has a nonzero vev one would naturally  expect it to also be 

of this scale. In such a case one still might imagine inducing a weak scale mixing 

between the Higgs doublets, a t the price of fine tuning the N H 1 H 2  coupling to be 

small to give the hierarchical ratio between the electroweak scale and the .V mass 

scale. Though this small O (Mw)  mixing mass is technicalh' feasible its smallness 

is part and parcel with the hierarchy problem. The cubic term  is required in order 

to avoid an .V-axion like field, in the absence of an explicit /.i superpotential term 

mixing the two Higgs supermultiplets. In a detailed exam ination of this model [9], it 

was found that many of the standard Higgs mass relations are altered. If the MSSM 

Higgs mass relations are found to be experimentally not viable, this model becomes 

the simplest alternative.

From another point of view, the MNMSSM is of interest as '.t can easily pro

duce a relatively light dark m atter candidate [10]. In the MSSM, steadily improving 

accelerator limits, are pushing up the mass of the lightest supersym metric particle 

(LSP), which due to the unbroken /?-parity in the MSSM is stable. In the minimal
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model the LSP is generally expected to be a linear combination of the four neutral 

R  =  — 1  fermions [1 1 ], the two gauginos, B  and TV, and the Higgsinos Hi  and Ho- 

W ith regards to a dark m atter candidate, the best choice in the MSSM appears to be 

the bino whose mass is typically between 40 GeV and ~  300 GeV for cosmologically 

interesting param eters [12]. In the non-minimal model it is quite feasible [10, 13] to 

have a  light LSP ( 1 0 - 5 0  GeV), which is a sta te  which has a strong adm ixture of 

the fermionic component of JV. Though, cosmologically, a very massive LSP is ju st 

as good as a light one (light still referring to O(GeV)), from the point of view of 

experimental detection, the lighter one is better [14].

In this chapter we derive the consequences of the .R-parity violation of the full 

superpotential. R-parity violation in the quark sector is usually avoided in order to 

insure a relatively stable proton. In the Higgs-lepton sector, there are many con

straints on R -parity violation as well. In the case we consider here, R-parity is 

violated only in the heavy iY-field sector. Nevertheless, this R-parity violation shows 

up in the low energy sector, most notably in the destabilization of the LSP. We derive 

constraints on the neutrino mass parameters as a consequence of the constraints on 

late-decaying L S P s.

2.3 Slepton-H iggs M ixing and LSP Decay

In addition to the destabilization of the LSP to which we will turn below, there are 

other possible low-energy signatures of R-parity violation in the high energy N-field 

sector. If supersymmetry were exact, then even the combined presence of the F„ 

and F.y superpotential terms would not induce (super)renormalizable lepton number 

violating superpotential terms involving only the light superfields of the theory', due 

to the nonrenormalization theorems for the superpotential. After supersymmetry 

breaking the nonrenormalization theorems no longer hold exactly, and lepton number 

(and hence R-parity) violating effective interactions will be induced in an amount
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governed by the scale of supersymmetry breaking. This will result in low energy R- 

parity  violating interactions involving standard model superfields of the form of both  

induced effective superpotential terms such as

F rx  =  m x H i L  +  A x L L e c (2.5)

as well as soft supersym m etry breaking lepton number violating terms. As we will 

show below, the nature of the R-parity violation emerging at low energies depends 

decisively on w hether it arises from the N  Hi H-> term  or the N N N  term  in the su

perpotential. Supersym m etry breaking R-parity violating slepton-Higgs soft mixing 

terms will arise in a  way that depends crucially on the form of the R-parity violation in 

the Ar-field sector, and in some cases may not be suppressed for large .V-field masses. 

By appropriate change of basis we may diagonalize the Higgs-lepton mass mixing 

and param etrize our lepton number violating effects by Xx  - Soft supersym m etry and 

R-parity violating mass terms which are induced in the low energy theory may also 

be ro ta ted  into effective trilinear interactions by rediagonalization of mass terms in 

the slepton-Higgs sta te  space. Lepton number violating renormalizable interactions 

of this type are constrained by laboratory limits on lepton flavour violation, and neu- 

trinoless double be ta  decay [15]. As we have analyzed previously, even stronger limits 

are imposed on interactions of this type by the persistence of a  baryon asym m etry 

in the early universe, assuming that it is not produced at or after the eleetroweak 

phase transition [16, 17]. The danger here is that the lepton num ber violation implied 

by the new interaction could a tta in  thermal equilibrium at the same time as baryon 

and lepton num ber violating (but B-L conserving) nonperturbative eleetroweak in

teraction effects to simultaneously equilibrate both the baryon and lepton num ber of 

the universe to zero. If these limits pertain, they would imply th a t Xx  < T x  10-T

[16]. These lim its may be evaded, and indeed a  baryon asymm etry m ay be generated 

from a lepton asymmetry', provided one of the generations of lepton flavours has its 

lepton num ber violating interaction in equilibrium, while another does not [18]. As 

we have m entioned above, the combination of the N H i L  superpotential term  with
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Figure 2.1: Diagrams for slepton-Higgs mixing induced by an N H i H 2 superpotential 

term.

either the NH iH o  or N N N  superpotential interactions breaks R-parity and hence 

will destabilize the lightest neutralino mass eigenstate. The nature of the low energy 

R -parity violation induced, and the rate of the resulting LSP decay will depend on 

which of these la tter terms is responsible.

It is well known that in supersymmetric theories with soft supersym m etry break

ing, renormalization group running of soft scalar mass terms [19] may induce, in the 

low energy sector, soft scalar mass mixings wdiich result from interactions with (su- 

per)fields from the high energy sector of the theory [20]. This results, for example, 

in lepton flavour violating contributions to slepton mass mixings induced by GUT

[20], or by heavy singlet see-saw [21] superpotential couplings. So the question that 

presents itself is whether the introduction of R-parity violation in the heavy N-field 

sector will be fed down by renormalization group mixing to induce soft R-parity 

violating slepton-Higgs mass mixings in the low- energy theory.

One can see from the diagram s in Fig. 2.1 how such slepton-Higgs soft mixings will 

be induced by the simultaneous presence of the hvH i L N  and AH i H2N  superpotential 

terms. For loop momenta below' M y  the diagrams w-ill cancel, but for loop momenta 

greater than  M y  the diagram  of Fig. 2.1(b) will be suppressed by the N  propagator. 

The surviving contribution from Fig. 2.1(a) will be proportional to the product of the 

couplings, the soft supersymmetry-breaking scalar mass squared, and the logarithm 

of the ratio of the cutoff scale A (say of order the Planck scale) to the Ar-field mass 

(below which the cancellation between the diagrams is reinstated). This logarithm  of
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the cutoff is the term resummed in the renormalization group mixing, when running 

the renormalization mass scale from the cutoff scale down to the Ar-field mass scale. 

The resulting induced soft mass mixing squared is then

A M \ u  o c  \*hum j lo g ( \ /M x )  (2 .6 )

and does not decouple for large M y .  So in this case the R-parity violation in the 

A'-field sector is fed down by the renormalization group to soft scalar Higgs-slepton 

mixings in the low energy sector, with the resulting implications for lepton number 

and flavour violation, destabilization of the LSP (see below), and lepto/baryogenesis.

If, on the other hand, the R-parity violation enters the A'-field sector via the 

k N N N  term, then renormalization group mixing will not induce soft slepton-Higgs 

mixing. In this case, the one loop diagrams with the R-parity violating trilinear F- 

term  and soft supersymmetry breaking mass insertion are shown in Fig. 1.2. As the 

A'-field F-component in Fig. 2.2(a) and the A'-field scalar in Fig. 2.2(b) ea rn ’ zero 

momentum, these diagrams exactly cancel, and there is no induced mixing l . Thus 

the mechanism by which R-parity violation in the A'-field sector comes to destabilize 

the LSP depends crucially on the manner in which that R-parity violation arises.

First let us consider LSP decays induced by the XHiH-> superpotential term. 

W ith  this coupling the renormalization group running generates slepton-Higgs mixing 

of order the susy breaking scale times the couplings, up to factors of small logs. The 

LSP can now decay from its H% component. This component has an F-term  coupling 

to a lepton-slepton pair via the heH iLec superpotential coupling. W ith the slepton- 

Higgs mixing we have the physical decay to a lepton-Higgs final state. If (in the 

absence of mixing with the N-field) we would write the LSP as an adm ixture

1T his cancellation is the sam e one that allows the decoupling of heavy superfields from tree level 

interactions of light superfields which are coupled to them, where the heavy field F-term  contribution  

to  the light field potential is cancelled by the heavy scalar exchange contribution.
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Figure 2.2: Diagrams giving cancelling contributions to the slepton-Higgs mixing, 

which arise from N N N  superpotential term.

\o = aD°  +  3W °  +  - H °  + 6 HZ (2.7)

then the decay of the LSP via its Ho component will then occur at a rate

r  ~  462x2hlr0 (2 .8 )

where

(2.9)

where m 0 is the mass of the final s ta te  Higgs scalar, and we have assumed that the 

soft scalar masses, and mass mixings, are of order the Higgs mass.

There will also be a contribution to the neutralino decay w idth from decay of its 

Hi  component m ediated by N-fermion exchange, with a contribution

it is suppressed by the N  mass, and will not, in general, be significant.

Similarly, decays of the LSP may be induced by the N N N  superpotential term. 

As we have discussed above, in this case there are no soft lepton number violating L H
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mass m ixing terms induced by renormalization group mixing. Now the dom inant de

cay m odes are those arising from the diagrams of Fig. 2.3. We note that Fig. 2.3(a) 

is an induced D-term and contains a loop which is also a D-term. This ensures a 

non-zero decay rate for the neutralino even when supersymmetry is unbroken, unlike 

the case for F-terms. Because D-terms do not obey non-renormalization theorems, 

they can be radiatively induced even in the lim it of unbroken supersymmetry: hence 

in general they appear w ithout suppression factors associated with the scale of su

persym m etry breaking. We also note that the induced D-term in Fig. 2.3(a) (and its 

associated component diagram s) is a dimension six term [22]. The component dia

grams relevant to neutralino decay are shown in Figs. 2.3(b) to 2.3(e). The processes 

of Fig. 2.3 dom inate over decays induced by tree-level diagrams for large M y . as the 

la tte r are suppressed by eight powers of M y  in rate, whereas the loop induced decays 

are only suppressed by four powers.

Com puting the diagrams of Fig. 2.3(b) and Fig. 2.3(c) one finds that the}' result 

in a decay rate that is approximately

(2.u )
167T(2-r M.v

whereas the final two diagrams of Fig. 2.3 result in a decay rate for the LSP tha t is 

approxim ately

10.T(2r)a A/.v4
We expect that the Higgsino mass should be at least of the order of the dou

blet m ixing term, and in certain circumstances the doublet mixing term might be 

substantially  smaller; so below we will use the latter of these rates for numerical 

estim ates.
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Figure ‘2.3: Neutralino decay diagrams by an N N N  superpotential term. Fig. 2.3(a) 

is the superfield diagram whose dominant associated component field diagrams include 

those shown in Figs. 2.3(b) through 2.3(e).
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2.3.1 Comparison with Cosmological Limits

Almost w ithout exception, the LSP decays we are considering are effectively entropy 

producing decays, i.e. they will produce high energy photons. Photon producing 

decays are known to be highly constrained from both astrophyical and cosmological 

observations (see eg. ref. [23] for a recent compilation of such limits). These limits 

generally place constraints in the density-lifetime plane of the decaying particle. We 

will assume that the LSP, in the absence of its decay, is the dominant form of dark 

m atter and therefore assume that its cosmological density is such that k  1 , where 

fi =  p /p c is the cosmological density parameter. At this density, one finds that the 

LSP lifetime is constrained so that either rx <, 104s to avoid affecting the light element 

abundances produced during big bang nucleosynthesis, or the LSP must be effectively 

stable with a lifetime rx >, 102 4 s. Astrophysical limits on other R- parity violating 

interactions were considered in [24],

The decay rates that we derived are clearly dependent on a number of model 

parameters. In order to get a feeling for the lim its imposed by the cosmological 

constraints we make a few more assumptions. We assume that the LSP is primarily 

a gaugino (a bino) with mass m x «  150 GeV. For |/v| ~  1 — 10 TeV, 7  ~  2 x 10- 3  — 

2 x 10- 2  and 6 ~  4 x 10- 3  — 4 x 10- 2  and for large tan .J, sin J  «  1. We can then 

write (for the decays based on the HiH->X superpotential term)

This unsuppressed (by factors of the N  mass) decay is, from the cosmological view

point, effectively instantaneous, and not subject to constraint, save that of the ab

sence of LSP dark m atter, and those of maintenance (or regeneration) of the baryon 

asymmetry' at tem peratures above the electrow'eak scale.

For LSP decay induced by the k N 3 superpotential term, from the decay width 

estimate given above we deduce an LSP lifetime of order

150(7eT
(2.13)
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f  M s  \ 4  f 150G eV \ 
Vl0 12GeV /  m x )

which translates into the limits

M s  <  5 x 106 h„3 /2 fc1 / 2  GeV (2.15)

or

A//v >  5 x 1011h[/3/2k l/2 GeV (2.16)

2.4 C onclusion

These lim its show therefore that even if i?-parity violation is inserted in the singlet 

sector, destabilization of the LSP can indeed occur and i?-parity  violation of this 

type is strongly constrained. It is especially interesting that cosmological argum ents 

provide such strong constraints, probing possible see-saw sources of R-parity violation 

to far higher mass scales than could be directly accessed by laboratory experiment: 

this provides yet another example of the power of cosmological considerations to 

provide us with new information about the fundamental interactions of nature.
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Chapter 3

Cosmological Reheating and 

Self-Interacting Final State Bosons

3.1 Introduction

Inflationary cosmology [1], provides solutions to the flatness, isotropy and stable relic

problems of the standard  hot big bang. In these models the universe experiences a

period of superlum inal expansion during which its energy density is dominated by the

potential energy of a scalar field (inflaton). Inflation ends when the inflaton enters

the oscillatory regime during which we have a m atter-dom inated FRW-universe. after

which the inflaton decays to relativistic particles (reheating). Reheating represents

the crucial transition from the epoch of scalar-field dom inated dynamics to a hot

FRW  universe. After reheating, the universe becomes radiation-dom inated and its

evolution is ju st that of the standard hot big bang .

In the standard picture of reheating [1, 2] the effective decay of the inflaton occurs

when r  — H,  where F is the one particle decay rate, and the reheat tem perature of
1_

the universe is T r ~  0 .1 (F ) 2 (from now on M pi =  1  and all dimensionful quantities 

are expressed in these units unless otherwise indicated). In this picture, which we 

will refer to as the linear regime, perturbation theory is taken to be valid and the
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occupation number of the final state bosons is assumed to be smaller than one (for 

fermions this is assured because of Pauli blocking). It has recently been recognized 

within different approaches [3]-[31] that this picture is incomplete, and nonlinear 

effects can change it essentially, leading by param etric amplification to an enhanced 

decay of the inflaton (for a recent review see, e.g. [3]). There are two different possible 

regimes of such a param etrically amplified decay. In the first the decay occurs over 

many oscillation times of the inflaton, but experiences param etric amplification with 

moderately large occupation numbers for the modes of the decay product field: this 

”narrow-band resonance” case is amenable to analytic calculation, and we will be 

able to analyze the modifications to parametric amplification due to final state-self 

interactions of the decay products quantitatively. In the second case of ’’broad-baud 

resonance” the amplification of the decay is so strong that there is explosive decay of 

the inflaton field on a time-scale not hierarchically longer than the oscillation time, 

with large occupation numbers for the modes of the decay product field; this scenario 

is more difficult to analyze quantitatively, but the physical mechanisms which we 

discuss are of sufficient generality that we expect that they alter the decay dynamics 

in this case also.

The consequences of a parametrically amplified decay could be significant, and 

pose m ajor difficulties in the construction of viable inflationary models. If the decay 

is very fast, the final s ta te  particle modes have, in general, very large occupation 

numbers and are far from thermal equilibrium: these fluctuations have certain effects 

similar to very- high tem perature thermal corrections [9, 12], and after thermalization 

may themselves lead to high reheat temperatures, with therm al energy densities of 

order the inflationary energy density. While on the one hand GUT symmetry restora

tion due to these non-thermal configurations revives GUT scenarios for baryogenesis 

[23, 16, 17] , on the other hand it reintroduces the problem of heavy topological 

defects whose solution was one of the initial motivations for inflation.

Furthermore, realistic models seeking to implement inflation need to be able to
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stabilize the required flat potential against radiative corrections. The only presently 

known method to achieve this in the presence of gauge, scalar potential, Yukawa, 

and gravitational interactions is by using (approximate) supersym m etry to enforce 

the appropriate non-renormalization. Parametrically amplified decay of the inflaton. 

and the resulting efficient reheat, poses a mortal danger to realistic, supersymmetric, 

inflationary models. In supersymmetric theories the reheat tem perature is constrained 

[32, 33, 34] by the need to avoid thermal overproduction of gravitinos. This leads to 

an upper bound on the reheat tem perature of order 108  — 109  GeV, which is orders of 

magnitude below w hat would be achieved by efficient reheat from amplified inflaton 

decay. One obvious way to avoid this disaster would be to insure tha t the inflaton 

is sufficiently weakly coupled to its bosonic decay products th a t the decay never 

experiences param etric amplification. This is typically the case for inflatons in a 

hidden sector wiiich have only gravitational strength couplings to their (observable 

sector) decay products. On the other hand, in many models one introduces direct 

superpotential couplings of the inflaton to the chiral scalars into -which, it decays, and 

we wish to consider the nature of the reheat dynamics in such models, and whether 

they are ruled out by constraints on reheating.

In particular, we will examine the effects that the final s ta te  self-interactions of 

the decay products have on the parametric amplification of the inflaton decay. Be

cause of the large occupation numbers for the modes of the produced decay bosons, 

we expect that the presence of self-interactions of these bosons will result in large 

effective masses being induced for these modes. If the bosons are thermalized these 

may be interpreted as therm al plasma masses from self-interaction; more generally 

they will occur as induced effective plasma mass terms in the mode equations for the 

decay field. As the mode occupation numbers increase, so do these induced masses, 

until they equal the mass of the inflaton, cutting off the decay. Decay resumes with 

the thermalization of the decay products, and their dilution and redshift by cosmic 

expansion, such that their induced masses dip below the inflaton mass; the system
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thus proceeds in a  quasi-stationary process of decay and dilution such that the in

duced mass of the decay products is always of order the inflaton mass. This regulates 

the param etric amplification of the decay, preventing abrupt and efficient reheat. In 

our discussion we will analyze the effects of final sta te  self-interactions for inflaton 

decays that would otherwise be in the regime of narrow-band param etric amplifica

tion. However, because the dominant effect is a kinem atical cutoff of the decay, due 

to the self-induced plasm a mass of the final s ta te  decay products arising from their 

strong self-interaction, we expect similar effects in the case of broad-band resonance. 

Indeed, recent studies of the broad-band decay regime [7, 10, 14] indicate tha t the 

explosive decay from the sequence of higher resonance bands can only effectively pro

duce particles whose mass does not exceed that of the inflaton by more than an order 

of m agnitude. So in this case too there will be a kinem atical cutoff due to the final 

s ta te  self-interaction induced plasma mass of the decay products: although it will now 

be regulated to be not more than of order ten tim es the inflaton mass the qualitative 

effects should be otherwise similar. Applications of our present analysis to realistic 

classes of supersym metric inflationary models will be considered elsewhere [31].

3.2 Param etric Am plification and F inal S tate Self- 

Interactions

As a basis for our subsequent arguments we will consider a chaotic inflation model 

w ith the following potential, whose features we take to resemble the generic features 

of scalar potentials which arise in supersymmetric theories:

v =  ^m2<?2 +  a(PX2 +  h2o 2\ 2 +  g2X4 (3-1)

where for schematic simplicity the inflaton 6  and the m atte r scalar \  are taken to be 

real scalar fields and the self-coupling of the \  field is considered to be of m oderate 

strength  10- 1  <  g2 <  1. In supersymmetric theories where the decay scalars are
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standard  model chiral scalars which are gauge non-singlets the quartic potential terms 

in \  arise as D-terms and the coupling is of gauge coupling strength g2. For inflaton- 

scalar couplings arising from superpotentials in supersymmetric theories one has a  =  

2 hm,  and the cubic and quartic couplings of the inflaton to \  are related to each other. 

In general the superpotential couplings h may be, and in viable supersym metric 

inflationary models are usually chosen to be, much sm aller than gauge couplings, 

h g. The inflaton mass m  must be bounded by m < 10- 6  in order to be consistent 

w ith COBE data  on microwave background fluctuations [35].

First let us review the effects of param etric amplification on inflaton decay, ignor

ing self-interaction of the decay products. The nonlinear effects that lead to amplified 

decay act in two different regimes:

[1 ] 7 T ^  4> & ^  for the cubic coupling and ^  <  o3  <: for the quartic coupling. 

This is the narrow-band resonance case which can be analyzed perturbatively, and the 

dom inant effect is the large occupation number for \ 's .  This case has been considered 

in [7, 8 , 10, 11, 18] , where it is shown that parametric amplification occurs and there 

are narrow-band resonances for \  production at k  =  y  and k  =  m for the cubic and 

quartic couplings respectively. This is the case for which we will make quantitative 

estim ates of the effect of inclusion of final sta te  self-interaction of the decay products.

[2] o > for the cubic coupling and 6 > y  for the quartic coupling. Here per

tu rbation  theory is not valid and problem is highly nonlinear. In this case there is 

broad-band resonance for a large domain of momenta [7. 10] that leads to an ex

plosive deca3 r of the inflaton. As noted above, because of the essentially kinematic 

nature of the cutoff we expect the final-state self-interaction effects in this case to be 

qualitatively similar to those in the narrow band case.

Note that if the cubic and quartic couplings of the inflaton to the decay scalar are 

of the form arising from a superpotential coupling [cr ~  2 /im], then the conditions for 

param etric amplification are more general for the cubic coupling and it will dominate 

the decay. Another im portant observation is that although most infiatons may decay-
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during a  stage of amplified decay tliis does not lead to the decay of the entire energy 

density of the inflaton. In the case of narrow-band resonance the decay stops no 

later than the time when o  has the minimum value in the abovementioned range (p r  

for the cubic coupling and ( p ) T for the quartic coupling) [7, 8 ], while in the case 

of broad-band resonance it stops at the time of the transition from broad-band to 

narrow-band resonance when the decay becomes out of equilibrium [7, 10, 25]. After 

that, the rem aining energy density of the inflaton is redshifted as a - 3  where energy 

density of relativistic \ ’s is redshifted as a -4 . The decay of the inflaton will then be 

completed as in the usual picture, and if the energy density of the inflaton dominates 

at that time there will be significant dilution of relic densities from the first stage of 

reheat [25, 10]. In supersymmetric theories this dilution is not, generally, sufficient by 

itself to solve the problem of overproduction of gravitinos. However, combined with 

the effect of final state self-interaction, which we consider below, it can successfully 

resolve the gravitino problem in many models.

Now let us consider generally the changes to the parametric amplification reheat 

dynamics tha t arise from the self-interactions of the final state decay products. Since 

by assumption the inflaton decays to observable sector standard model (s)particles 

the final s ta te  bosons carry gauge quantum  numbers. For these fields self-interactions 

with couplings as strong as the gauge coupling arise at tree-level from D-terms in 

supersymmetric models L, and at the one-loop level in the non-supersymmetric case. 

In addition, there are couplings of non-singlet scalars to the gauge fields as well as 

possible large superpotential couplings. The decay of the inflaton produces quantum 

fluctuations along the direction of final state particles in field space and drives them

1There are, of course, directions in scalar field space which are both D-flat and F-flat in the 

supersym m etric standard model; in realistic no-scale supergravity models they' will in general already 

have developed Planck scale vevs during inflation [36]. If the decay coupling o f the inflaton happened  

to  align along one o f these directions then final state  interactions of the type we consider would not 

affect this particular decay mode. More generally the decay products will them selves, in turn, have 

decay m odes along these directions. We consider these issues elsewhere [31].
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to large field values where the effect of self-coupling becomes im portant. These large 

field values induce a self-mass for the decay products tha t subsequently slows down 

the decay and tends to shut it off .

During the oscillatory regime o =  0 ocos(m f), and im m ediately after the end 

of inflation p 0  ~  1 0 -1 . Subsequently d>o decreases with tim e because of decay and 

Hubble expansion. For <?o ^  x  t îe inflaton decays predom inantly via the cubic term. 

As was discussed in [7, 8 , 10], in the range ( ^ ) 2  do <  x  param etric amplification 

occurs and there is a narrow-band resonance for production at k =  y .  In this 

range for the inflaton field we can use the Feynman diagrams for one-particle decay, 

bu t the occupation num ber of final sta te  particles is non-trivial and must be taken 

into account in the calculations. According to [7, 8 , 10] param etric amplification will 

effectively convert most of the energy density of the inflaton into radiation once it is in 

the afore-mentioned range. Assuming rapid subsequent therm alization this leads to 

a reheat tem perature TR ~  mh~  2 tha t is much higher than th a t of the usual picture 

~  0.1m?/? for reasonable values of h. The quartic self-coupling of \  will induce a 

finite tem perature correction to the mass-squared of \-, if they are thermalized, of 

order g~TR~ ~  g2m 2h 1 a t this time which is much larger than  m 2  (as we mentioned 

above the non-thermal corrections that exist before therm alization are even larger). 

How'ever at an earlier tim e t j  when the thermal (or non-therm al 2) correction is 

of order ^  the one-particle decay becomes kinematically forbidden (note tha t the 

therm al correction to mass-squared of 0 is of order h2TR2  which is normally smaller 

th an  m 2  for h a  typical Yukawa type coupling).

The Hubble expansion that subsequently occurs redshifts the correction to the 

mass-squared of \  as a~2 and this causes further decay. As long as td < H ~ l these 

successive steps of expansion, decay and (perhaps) therm alization continue. Even

tually  the decay is not effective enough to compensate for expansion and there is a

2W lietlicr the therm al or non-therm al correction should be considered depends on how rapid the 

therm alization rate is. D etails ■will be discussed shortly.
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delay before the remaining energy density of the inflaton is converted into relativistic 

particles as in the usual picture, and the decay of the inflaton is completed.

3.3 M ode A nalysis of M athieu Equation

Now let us perform a detailed mode by mode analysis of the effect of quartic self

coupling of final state particles. Consider the potential

V =  ^rrrqr +  2 hm ox2 (3-2)

where 6  and \- are both real scalars. By mode expansion of \  we derive the following 

equation for each mode

Xk +  3 - \ j t  +  {k2 +  -ihmdo cos m t ) \ k  — 0 (3.3)a

where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to time, and in this equation for the 

modes associated with comoving wavenumbers, we are using the physical wavenumber 

k, where ak  =  kcomoving with a the scale factor . For the moment we will ignore

the effect of Hubble expansion, since it generally occurs over a longer time scale

than that of the effects we consider. We will consider issues of therm alization and 

Hubble expansion below [for o ther treatments of the effect of Hubble expansion on 

the param etric resonance see [7, 8 , 11]]. By choosing c =  ^ f ,  in the absence of final 

s ta te  self-interactions we derive a  Mathieu equation for the modes of the \  field,

, k 2 Ahmdo ,  ,
u ' + “( ^ y r cos2~ )^  = 0 <3'4)

where a prim e denotes differentiation with respect to z. In the case of narrow-band 

resonance (in which we perform our calculations) the M athieu equation has resonance 

solutions in the first instability band (y)2 — 4h m d 0 < k 2 < (y)2 +  4/zmpo- Modes 

in this band grow exponentially in time, which one interprets as particle production. 

The (slow) Hubble expansion will eventually drive the modes out of the instability
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band, but they spend enough time there to reach a substantial occupation number

[18]. This time £& can be approximately calculated from 6 k  ~  kHtb  where k = ~  and 

6k =  8ho0 is the w idth of the first instability band, which gives £& ~

The quartic self-coupling g2\ 4 will induce an effective mass-squared ra2e/ /  for 

the x held and the M athieu equation with the addition of this self-coupling will be 

modified to become

„ ,k'2 + m 2err Ahmdn ^ ,
u  + ( "  (~ f f  +  g s f c o s 2 z ) x t  = 0  < 3 5 >

In a background of isotropically distributed \ ’s over a narrow band of momenta 

(which is the case in o  —+ \ \  decay before thermal distribution is achieved) m2e/ /  ~  

Q2^  to the leading order, with n x the number density of \ 's  and E x their energy 

[7, 10, 12, 13, 14]. After thermalization, in a thermal background of tem perature T, 

we will have the standard result m 2cf f  ~  g2T 2.

At t =  0, when o  starts oscillating, m 2cf f  — 0 and there is resonance in the band 

( y ) 2  — Ahmoo <  k2 < ( y ) 2  -1- 4hmdo- W ith particle production in this band, m2eff  

increases, and resonance in this band stops when m2e/ /  =  8 /imd0, after which the 

number density of particles produced in this band remains unchanged. There will

be, however, resonance in the band ( y ) 2  — 12hmo0 < k 2 <  ( y ) 2  — 4 hm o0 that also

stops when rn2£f f  increases by a further amount of 8hmdu. This incremental change 

of m 2ef f  and a smooth transition from one resonance band to the next one continues 

until m 2ef f  =  ( y ) 2i after which there is no resonance solution for plrysical states, i.e. 

states with k2 > 0. If we take E x ~  ( y )  for particles in all bands, a change of 8hmo0
O 4 h  2  'in m~ef f  correponds to an increase in number density of \ 's  by 6nx ~  —p"22-- F°r 

the first band ( y )  — AhniOo < k~ < ( y )  +  AhmOo, and for hoQ m  the occupation 

number /s .  required to shift the resonance to the next band is calculated to be

1 , 2  Ah dn m 2 , 4tt2

f>n \  ~  ~r3 / ?  x  47r ( " T)  *  ~  — ~  ~ ~ r  (3 -6)(2 /Tj z g- - g-
It has been shown [18] that in the small amplitude limit the analytic result of the
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decay rate in the n-th instability  band can also be derived from a physical process, n 

particles with zero momentum that comprise the classical homogeneous inflaton field 

annihilating into two final s ta te  bosons. In particular, for the first instability  band 

and for /*. 1  w'e can use the one-particle decay rate from the standard  perturbation

theory T =  Narrow-band param etric amplification has been shown to be indeed 

an induced process [18] which means for f k >  1  the enhancement of decay rate by 

the factor (1 +  f k) must be taken into account in the particle calculation. The time 

11 w'hich is needed to reach /A  =  1  can be approximately calculated as 3

2 2/im2do .hrm
timdo2 ~  / '  =» t i ------ T1—, (3 .0U i u y g  -  ,  2 <■ L -  ,

8 /T ;i hoo

and considering the enhancement factor the time 6t which is needed to reach fm. =  ^
2 g~

is

< 5 f ~ - ^ - l n ^ f .  (3.8)
7T/lpo gl

This is the time for the resonance in the band ( ^ - ) 2  —4hm o0 < k2 < (^-)2 + 4 h m 6 0 

to stop. For the next bands k2 is smaller and this means that less phase space volume 

is available for decay products or, equivalently, the occupation num ber for those 

bands is larger. Therefore, more time will be needed for production of 6nx ~  

in bands with smaller k 2, but not greatly so, as the larger occupation numbers are 

obtained rapidly due to the large coherent final state enhancement. A reasonable 

lower estim ate for the decay time t j  to effectively achieve m2e/ /  ~  ^  is

m 2 A ~ 2

~  5T~4  6t ~  0  L., . 2  ln ~ V  (3-9)
8 hmd>0  8~h2Oo g2

In order to have physically realistic estimates w’e take g2 =  1 0 - 1  in our calculations. 

This leads to

3Note that e r*1 ~  1 — r<x for T ii <C 1, which is \-alid here.
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(3.10)

So resonance a t each band of width 8hm<j>o, ends in a tim e ~  v |-a n d  in an approximate

time of -4h™O0'i  decay effectively stops. We notice that <  H ~ l for <s>0  >  (^-)2.

In this analysis the effect of self-coupling of on the solutions of the M athieu 

equation was considered only to the first order, which is reasonable for the case 

of narrow-band resonance hei»0  <  m. The key assum ption in our treatm ent of the 

M athieu equation in the presence of the nonlinear term  was adiabaticity, i.e. that 

we can use the instantaneous value of m2e/ / ,  w'hich is also legitim ate since it changes 

over a time 6t ~  ^  which is greater than m -1 , the period o f oscillations of o, again 

because we are in the narrow'-band resonance regime hc>o < m.

O ur results show' m ajor differences from the simple param etric  amplification case. 

The effect of large occupation number for final state particles is not that dram atic 

here because there is a whole range of resonance bands instead of a single one and 

the effect of the self-interaction of the produced particles drives modes out of the 

resonance bands much faster than the Hubble expansion. Consequently the leading 

effect that influences the decay is the self-interaction of the decay products, which 

stops it very earl}'.

3.4 T herm alization  and H ubble E xpansion

So far we have not considered thermalization of decay products and the Hubble ex

pansion. The tem perature of the thermal bath after therm alization of \"s is calculated 

from 4

(3.11)

‘In general the num ber density of particles is not the sam e before and after therm alization but 

the energy density is conserved.
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where gg , gp axe the number of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom, respec

tively. We take the num ber of degrees of freedom to be the one in the m inimal super- 

symmetric standard  model (gg =  gF =  74) which leads to a tem perature T  ~  g~? y . 

For this tem perature, however, the correction to mass-squared of \  is

O

which is much less than  ( y ) 2  for g2 =  10_1. This is just what we expected because 

m2e/ /  ~  g2jp~ "dll be smaller after thermalization when the number density decreases 

and the mean energy of particles increases. Therefore if thermalization is effective, it 

will lower m 2ef f  significantly which leads to further decay and thermalization. This 

sequence of decay and thermalization stops when g^T2 ~  ^  that is at a tem perature 

T  ~  m for g2 =  10- 1  if the sequence is completed within a Hubble time.

Considering therm alization of decay products and the Hubble expansion, there are 

different possibilities depending on the relation among different time scales involved 

in the problem, tosc ~  m ~ \  St ~  td ~  t th ~  5  and tu ~  The

most im portant thing is that tosc is considerably sm aller than all other time scales as 

long as we are in the narrow band regime o0  <  y .  Therefore changes in m 2ef f  caused 

by decay or therm alization (that can be considered as changes in the background) 

are adiabatic and our analysis is in principle valid, irrespective of the relation among 

td, t th, th-  Regarding these tim e scales there are different cases:

[1]- <51 <> td <> t th ^  tg .  This occurs when the inequalities po >  5 x l0 -3 ^- (to have 

td & tth), do <; 3 x 1CT5  (to have t th <> t u ) and ( f f  <> o 0  <  f  (to have td < tu ) are 

satisfied which necessarily means ^  10-2 . In this case the following sequence of

events happens: decay of the inflaton to x ’s, end of the decay, and therm alization of 

decay products to a tem perature T  ~  m ,  all in a  tim e scale shorter than the Hubble

5t th =  r th~ l  " ith  Tf* ~  is for an out-of-equilibrium distribution of \ ’s. It is easily seen

that for a  therm al bath ivith T  ~  ^  (which is the highest tem perature that can be achieved) 

m ~ l  <  t th also.
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time. Hubble expansion then redshifts T  but for 0q > ( ^ ) 2 (assuming t j  <, t th tu  

all through the way) this sequence keeps T  ~  m.  For po <  ( ^ ) 2  decay is no longer 

effective to compensate for expansion and we must wait until a later time when 

0o & h2 and decay is completed as in the standard picture. This second stage of 

decay dilutes the gravitinos that are produced earlier during the first stage.

[2]- fit <: t th & <> t H. This occurs for 0O min[b x 10_3 y ,3  x 10~5] and

( jO 2  ~  ~  7 T "'hick is possible only for ^ < 5 x  10-3 . This case is sim ilar to case

[1 ], only because of the faster thermalization the tem perature is higher and closer to 

the maximum possible ~  m.

[3]- fit <C td <: tu  <; t th. This occurs when p 0  >  M ar[5  x 10~3 y ,3  x 10“°] and 

( i f ) 2  ^  & x  that is consistent only for y  ;> 3 x 10~°. In this case decay stops 

without effective thermalization in a  Hubble time, so the distribution of \ 's  is out of 

equilibrium. Hubble expansion redshifts m 2e/ /  as a - 2  and further decay compensates 

for this change. A therm al distribution of particles is not achieved, however, unless 

tth ^  tu  6  - For p0  ^  ( t ) 2  the situation is as in case [1 ].

[4]- t th < fit < td < tu-  This occurs when o 0  <  I0~3f  and ( f f < 0 o < f  which 

is possible only for ^  >  10-3 . In this case the decay products thermalize almost 

instantaneously and there is thermal equilibrium from the very beginning of the decay. 

Actuallv both fit and td are much greater than ~  -M- and ~  i in this case becauseu ° ho o lh-OQ-
rapid thermalization of decay products in the thermal bath keeps the occupation 

number at each resonance band below one. This means that tem perature can be 

much lower than its maximum ~  m  and the situation is very similar to the one in 

the standard picture of reheating.

Cases [I] and [2] are the most dangerous regarding the problem of gravitino pro

duction. In these cases thermal equilibrium can in principle be achieved from the

6In this case Hubble expansion moves particles from one band to  another one. This slighthr 

lowers the tim e 6t  spent in those bands because now there is an initial number of particles in each 

band. T his, however, is negligible since 6 n x is also redshifted as a ~ 3.
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very beginning and can last until the tim e H ~ l =  y l ^ m ~ 3h2. Even in these cases the 

gravitino overproduction is not that serious since at most we have a  therm al b a th  w ith 

tem perature T  ~  m  for a  time t '3h 2, much shorter than t  ~  m  2 (assum ing

m  <C ( y ) 2) which is the case for a radiation-dom inated universe with tem perature 

T  ~  m.  Case [3], on the other hand, is tlie m ost secure since the distribution of \ 's  

is out of equilibrium, a distribution w ith less mean energy per particle and higher 

num ber density compared with a therm al distribution. Depending on the param e

ters of the model m ,h  and strength of the self coupling g2 one or all of these cases 

can happen for ( y ) 2 Po ^  y  but the tem perature is at most of order m  as long

as the inflaton is in this range, and is redshifted after that. Also the therm al and
2

non-therm al corrections to the mass-squared of \  are always <

3.5 D iscussion

To compare our results with that of param etric  amplification without the effect of final 

s ta te  self-interaction let us consider the case h =  10-6 ,m =  10_ ‘, where the s tandard  

picture predicts T r  ~  O.lm^h =  108 GeV. In the simple param etric am plification 

case almost all the energy density of the inflaton is converted into rad iation once 

Po ^  x  =  10-1 and leads to a very high reheat tem perature T r  ~  10l0 — 1016 GeV 

which, from the point of view of gravitino overproduction, is a disaster. According 

to our present analysis we are in the case [3] in the above all the way from p 0 =  

Y  =  10-1 to po =  (x )"  =  10-2- This m eans that thermalization is not effective for 

10-2 po ^  10-1 and occurs much later when decay is no longer effective, so the 

tem perature during the first stage of decay is actually lower than ~  1012 GeV. This 

results in a gravitino number density after the first epoch of decay which is too large 

by a factor of at most 1012. The inflaton decay is then completed via a second stage 

when po <  ^  ~  10-14. By this time the tem perature of the therm al bath  and the 

m om entum  of the relativistic particles th a t m ight have been produced during the first
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stage are redshifted by a factor ( \ q~~J-)3 =  10-8 . The second stage will determ ine the 

effective reheat tem perature to be ~  108 GeV, and releases a large am ount of entropy 

th a t dilutes the gravitinos produced during the first stage of decay by a factor of 

( 'uF ')3 =  IQ12 which is now' sufficient as a dilution factor.

As we noted previously, since the effect which w'e consider is a kinem atical cutoff 

due to the large self-induced plasm a mass of the strongly self-interacting final s ta te  

decay products, we expect also to have sim ilar effects in the broad-band case. Studies 

of the broad band resonance case [7, 10, 14] indicate efficient production of the decay 

products only for masses up to about an order of m agnitude larger than  the inflaton 

mass, so th a t when the broad-band resonance has built up a sufficient density of 

the decay products ( typically in a non-therm al ’’preheat” distribution) th a t their 

self-induced plasma mass exceeds this range, the decay will be suppressed. As above 

the decay will subsequently proceed as therm alization and Hubble expansion reduce 

the num ber densities and the induced self-mass for the decay products dips into the 

accessible range, resulting in a regular, quasi steady-state transfer of energy into the 

decay products.

Finally, we contrast the effects considered herein with those considered by Khleb

nikov and Tkachev [13], who studied the semi-classical non-linear effects of the inflaton 

decay coupling in a massless A©4 model. Note that the effects they s tudy  have a dif

ferent and independent origin from those considered here. The effects which we study 

are specifically due to final s ta te  self-interactions of the decay products w'hich are dif

ferent from, and larger (gauge strength) than , the inflaton decay coupling. If these 

final-state self-couplings are present, then their effects act to regulate the param etric 

am plification of inflaton decay.

Returning to the narrow-band case, as treated  above, it is useful to ask if there 

are viable models w'here we are in the narrow'-band regime from the beginning of 

oscillations, and for which the analysis presented here provides quantitative, as well as 

qualitative guidance. We note that in a simple chaotic inflation model w ith potential
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V(o)  =  |m 2er, inflation ends when V’"(e>) ~  24irV(6) which happens for 6  <  10- i . 

In the case of primordial supersymmetric inflation or new inflationary models the 

am plitude of post-inflation oscillations around the global minimium is generically 

substantially smaller than the Planck scale. Depending on the param eters then, 

some of these models may satisfy the inequalities necessary to be in the narrow-band 

resonance regime, or even for the nonlinear effects to be negligible. Interestingly 

enough, it seems tha t in some viable supersymmetric models this is indeed the case, 

and the analysis we have undertaken here is quantitatively valid. We will return to 

these issues elsewhere [31].

3.6 Conclusion as o f 1996

In conclusion, we have seen that the self-interaction of final state bosons of moder

ate strength, that arises very naturally in supersymmetric models, has an im portant 

im pact on the decay of observable sector inflatons, besides producing a rapid ther- 

malization rate. As a step towards improved understanding of the reheating process 

we have considered a simple schematic model representing generic features of super- 

symmetric theories, with such a final state self-coupling, and have shown that in the 

case of narrow-band resonance the outcome is qualitatively different from that of 

simple param etric amplification. Here inflaton decay occurs during two stages: one 

stage that consists of successive steps of partial decay, thermalization and expansion 

at early times which ends relatively soon, and a second stage as in the standard pic

ture that completes the decay. In the first stage because of the quasi-adiabaticity 

we were able to show that the tem perature and the am plitude of quantum  fluctu

ations of fined s ta te  particles are at most of the order of the mass of the inflaton 

(approximately), and the tem perature is several orders of m agnitude below the naive 

predictions of param etric amplification. The second stage of decay then determines 

the final reheat tem perature and releases a substantial amount of entropy; is of par-
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ticular importance in order to dilute the previously produced gravitinos in realistic 

supersymmetric models.

3.7 Conclusion as o f 1999

The analytical treatm ent presented in this work was in the narrow-band resonance 

regime. In chaotic inflation models the initial amplitude of inflaton oscillations is o0 ~  

10-1 and the inflaton starts in the narrow-band regime for 10-6 <  h <  10-5. However, 

for most of the inflaton coupling range 10“° <  h <  1 oscillations s ta rt in the broad

band regime. At the time this paper was subm itted, no work in the literature had 

gone through the details of broad-band resonance dynamics analytically. Therefore, a 

reliable quantitative estimate of the effect of final s ta te  self-interactions in the broad

band regime was not possible then. It was pointed out, however, that qualitatively 

the same effects were expected in that case too. There have been two im portant 

developments in this regard since then. First, lattice simulations of inflaton decay 

in the presence of final state self-interaction [37] showed that broad-band resonance 

is indeed regulated for couplings of moderate strength. Second, a detailed study of 

broad-band resonance [38] made sim ilar quantitative estim ates possible in this case, 

too. Moreover, it was shown there th a t for 10~° <  h < 10-3 the inflaton enters the 

narrow-band regime before the broad-band resonance becomes efficient. This implies 

that for 10-6 <  h < 10-3 the narrow-band regime is the correct physical description 

for the term ination of oscillations.
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Chapter 4

Parametric Resonance for Complex 

Fields

4.1 Introduction

W ith the advent of inflationary theories of the early univerise, it has been argued that 

the present stage of hot FRW “big-bang’’ cosmology was= preceded by an epoch of 

cosmological evolution dominated by the dynamics of sca Ja r  fields [l]. The success 

of inflationary models in providing explanations for flat lamge-scale geometry (as sug

gested by the location of the acoustic peaks in the CM BR- anisotropies), and for the 

origin of approximately scale-free adiabatic density p e rtu rb a tio n s  (which can be used 

to simultaneously fit both the CMBR anisotropies and observations of cosmic struc

ture formation), lends support to the idea of an early scalar-field  dom inated epoch. 

A crucial question in this picture is the nature of the tra n s itio n  from the scalar field 

dominated epoch, to the hot FRW epoch, which is referrred to as reheating. The 

nature of this transition also relates to other aspects of eairly universe dynamics nec

essary for a successful cosmology, such as mechanisms of baryogenesis, the resolution 

of cosmological moduli problems, and possible sources for m on-therm al dark matter. 

The standard approach to reheating, which applies to sufficiently weakly coupled
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inflaton fields [2], is to treat quanta of the inflaton field as particles, which undergo 

independent single particle decay; this treatm ent, if adequate, has the advantage that 

the post-inflation reheat tem perature is determined by the microphysics of the model. 

For inflaton fields w ith mass as suggested by the simplest chaotic or supersymmet

ric models, and decaying by gravitational strength interactions, this treatm ent is 

adequate, leading to m oderate reheat tem peratures ( <  O (1010) GeV) which are con

sistent with the absence of GUT-scale defects such as monopoles, which are capable of 

incorporating a variety of (s)leptogenesis or electroweak mechanisms for generation of 

the BAU, and w'hich avoid, in the supersymmetric case, cosmological problems with 

therm al overproduction of gravitinos after reheating [3].

Recently it has been realized that the standard treatm ent of reheat in terms of 

single particle inflaton decay may be seriously misleading in circumstances where 

there is coherent enhancement of the transition to bosonic decay products [4]-[16], 

For large mode occupation numbers of the decay product field we may treat its 

dynamics as being essentially classical. Mode by mode for the decay product field 

its coupling to the oscillating inflaton field induces a periodic time dependence in the 

mode mass (m odulated by cosmic expansion which “sweeps" the time dependence of 

each comoving mode through the bands of the stability chart of the mode equations.) 

This periodic m odulation of the parameters of the oscillator associated with each 

mode of the decay product field, can induce param etric resonance in bands of the 

mode param eters, leading to exponential growth in the decay mode am plitude. The 

resonant decay of the inflaton may have im portant cosmological implications like 

non-therm al sym m etry restoration and subsequent form ation of topological defects 

[17, 18], revival of GUT baryogenesis scenarios [19, 20], supersym m etry breaking [21], 

superheavy particle production [16, 22], and gravitino production [23, 24].

The exponential growth in the mode occupation num ber may be modified or 

regulated by a num ber of physical processes. These include the decay of produced 

quanta to other particles [20, 25] or the rescattering of final s ta te  particles [9]. An-
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other possibility, occurring in models with gauge-strength self-interactions between 

the produced final state particles, is the regulation of the param etric resonance by 

the self-interaction induced effective masses of the produced quanta, which can move 

these quanta out of the available resonance bands; in this case, resonance only pro

ceeds as therm alization and Hubble dilution reduce the plasm a masses of the final 

s ta te  quanta, resulting in a quasi-steadv-state resonance conversion of inflaton oscil

lation energy to decay products [26]. This general scenario for the physically realistic 

case of decay products with gauge charge has been verified in explicit calculations in 

the narrow-band resonance case [26], and in numerical simulations in the broad-band 

case [10].

W hile to date analytical and numerical treatm ents of param etric resonance have 

considered oscillations of a single real field decaying to a  single real decay product 

field, in realistic models the field content is often more extensive. In the case of 

supersym m etric theories this is unavoidably the case, as the physical scalars of simple 

(N = l)  supersym m etry come as components of chiral m ultiplets and are complex. So 

for these types of theories, we should at the very least consider the nature of coherent 

decays when the fields involved are complex, though non-supersymmetric models with 

m ultiple real scalar fields may share some of the features of the simplest complex case.

W ithin supersymmetric models of particle physics, there are several different cir

cumstances under which the decay of a homogeneous complex scalar condensate may 

occur in the early universe. At the end of inflation one expects to have a spatially 

homogeneous inflaton scalar condensate, whose decay energy will ultim ately be re

sponsible for cosmic reheating and the initiation of hot big-bang cosmology. As well, 

in the supersym metric standard model there are directions in the scalar field space 

of squarks and sleptons which are F-flat and D-flat, and which only gain a potential 

from supersvm metry breaking. In the early universe these directions may be pop

ulated w ith (very) large vev’s after the end of the inflationary epoch: these vev's 

may carry enormous vev to mass ratios (Mathieu resonance param eter q) and couple
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to other directions in scalar field space with couplings capable of inducing resonant 

decay. Finally, supersymmetric models are generically plagued with gauge singlet 

scalar moduli, whose homogeneous oscillation poses grave cosmological difficulties 

which might be ameliorated by coherent decay of their oscillation am plitude.

For self-interactions of complex scalars of the general form dictated by the F- 

term and D -term  couplings arising in globally supersymmetric theories, the fields 

generally appear in complex conjugate pairs for the F-term s and diagonal D-terms. 

For example, let us consider a complex scalar field $  in a chiral superm ultiplet whose 

decay will be induced by a trilinear (renormalizable) coupling in a superpotential \V  

to a chiral m ultiplet labelled by its scalar E, where IT' D ^<5EE. The resulting F-term  

coupling inducing the decay is then of the form y2 $ ”$ E “E, and is invariant under 

global phase redefinitions of either the $  or the E. We will see in the next section 

that in cases such as this the phase invariance of the resulting couplings implies that 

the equations for modes of the reed and imaginary components of E are decoupled and 

independent, and will allow us to simply analyze the resonant decay of a $  condensate 

with out of phase oscillations for the real and imaginary components of <$, into real 

and im aginary components of the decay product field E.

We can always phase rotate our scalar field $  to a basis such that its initial vev 

lies along the real axis. If there is no component of force along the direction of the 

imaginary axis (i.e. the scalar potential is phase invariant), the trajectory of the 

motion of $  is limited to the real axis and the field hits the origin as it oscillates back 

and forth. In this case, provided that the coupling of the oscillating field to the final 

state field is also phase invariant, the situation is exactly that of a real oscillating 

field, and the same arguments apply for parametric resonance particle production. 

However, if the scalar potential is not phase invariant, i.e. depends on the phase 

of the oscillating field as well, a torque is exerted on the field. This leads to the 

deflection of the trajectory from a straight line and results in changing the trajectory 

into something that finally resembles an ellipse, after the torque in field space has
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effectively ceased its action. In this case the field no longer passes through the origin 

but ra ther has a finite distance of closest approach to it. This will have im portan t 

im plications for broad-band parametric resonance as we discuss below.

In supersym m etric models not only are complex scalar fields inherently involved, 

but also a phase dependent part of the scalar potential can arise naturally  from 

supersym m etry breaking. Let us consider the sim plest case with the following term s 

only involving the inflaton in the superpotential W  =  +  jA $ 3. In supergravity

m odels w ith broken supersymmetry, there is a corresponding phase dependent term  

(the “A -term ") A m i | |  +  h.c. in the scalar potential, where A  is a dimensionless 

model-dependent constant and is the scale of supersymmetry breaking in the 

sector in which <$ lies. There is also a phase dependent term mA“ < £ $ “ 2  +  h.c. in the 

F -term  part of the scalar potential. This generically occurs in minimal supergravity 

models for inflation where the superpotential contains a series of Xn v/̂ l 3 terms [27], 

and occurs even in ‘'no scale ’ 1 supergravity models after the inclusion of radiative 

coreections to the effective potential [28].

For V  D $ m(<3?“)n the potential along the angular direction is periodic with m  — n 

m inim a. In general, during inflation <I> rolls down to its minimum both along the 

radial and angular directions. In order to have a torque to deflect the trajectory. 

$  must not be at the minimum along the angular direction at the onset of radial 

motion. This can happen in two ways: either there are several phase dependent parts  

of the potential w ith a non-adiabatic transition from the minimum of one to another, 

or $  does not settle at the minimum along the angular direction. The first possibility 

happens when other supersymmetry breaking sources in the early universe (e.g. non

zero energy density of the universe or finite tem perature effects) are dominant over 

the low energy one. In this case the minimum in the angular direction at early tim es 

is different from that at late times (due to independent phases for the coefficients 

of different A-terms). If the transition from one minimum to another one is non- 

adiabatic, will not be at the minimum a t late times regardless of its s ta rt at the
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minimum at early times. The second possibility happens when the potential along 

the angular direction is flat enough during inflation. In this case $  will not roll 

down to its minimum and can start a t any position at the onset of radial motion. In 

both  cases, the further $  is away from the minimum, the larger the deflection of its 

trajectory and the wider the ellipsoidal shape will be.

4.2 C om plex M athieu R esonance

As described in the previous section, the potential for complex scalar oscillations 

usually includes (as well as the scalar mass-squared terms) Hubble induced A-terms 

which are m ainly effective during the first few cycles of oscillation. The A-terms 

provide a “torque" to the complex oscillation during the first few cycles, resulting in 

a  net “elliptic” m otion in the m ass-term  induced potential, after the A-terms have 

effectively ceased to be active. The resulting elliptic oscillation in the mass term 

potential will be dam ped by the Hubble drag, resulting in the ellipse shrinking over 

time.

In order to introduce new considerations characteristic of resonance with complex 

fields, without getting involved in model dependent details, in most of this chapter we 

shall simply ignore the damping and consider complex, elliptic, constant am plitude 

oscillations. In particular, this means we do not need to specify which particular 

field is considered (e.g. inflaton versus susy standard model flat direction), nor do 

we need to determ ine the cosmological details involved in determ ining expansion and 

damping at the tim e that the oscillations of the field in question occur. In addition 

to presenting a tractable and interesting m athem atical problem, consideration of the 

undam ped oscillation should also provide the essential features of the full cosmological 

case including the effects of expansion, at least in the generic case of broad-band 

resonance. This follows from the key observation of [4, 5] th a t in the broad-band 

case the resonant excitation of the decay product field occurs over a tiny fraction of
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the cycle of the driving field, when the latter passes near the origin, as only here do 

the decay product field dynamics depart from the adiabatic regime. So mode number 

excitation proceeds by a series of abrupt jumps, and the dynamics of a given jum p may 

be considered with the instantaneous value of the oscillator parameters, resulting in 

the picture of “stochastic resonance” analyzed in [5]. The present paper discusses the 

changes in the dynamics of decay mode excitation which arise from the complex nature 

of the driving field oscillation—the differences in question arise from suppression of 

the adiabaticity  violations that induce the jum p in mode occupation numbers of the 

decay product field, so we expect th a t considerations using the instantaneous value 

of the driving oscillation amplitude should give insight in the complex case, much as 

such considerations did in the real stochastic resonance case.

In any case, for the purposes of our present calculations we shall consider the 

param etric resonance production of decay product field modes Z, from phase-invariant 

coupling to constant-am plitude out of phase ( “elliptic” ) oscillations of a driving field 

<5. Detailed cosmological studies of applications to inflaton or moduli oscillations will 

be considered elsewhere.

W ith the couplings discussed in the previous section, after the A-terms cease to 

be effective, the equation of motion for the E field is of the form:

where E*.. is the decay product field mode with comoving wavenumber k, a is the FRW 

scale factor, the mechanical mass of the E, and the superpotential coupling is as 

above. We note that both the real and imaginary piece of the E field will separately 

obey this equation, and hereafter we use \  to denote either the real or imaginary 

piece of E.

In our analysis, we will treat the physical m omentum of the decay field mode and 

the relative phase and amplitude of the driving field oscillation as fixed parameters, 

and a ttem pt to map out the regions of instability in their param eter ranges. As 

noted above, for the case of stochastic broad-band resonance, where the amplification

(4.1)
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occurs in small intervals while the field passes close to the origin, one should be able to 

approximate the instantaneous behaviour within each interval by the corresponding 

behaviour of a system of the type we analyze here.

\Ve decompose the driving field $  into real and imaginary pieces as follows:

$  =  <$r +  i&i- (4-2)

By a phase rotation we put the largest am plitude component of oscillation into the 

real piece, and so we WTite:

<pR = osm (m pt)  (4-3)

6j =  f o  cos(mpf), (4.4)

where now o  is the constant amplitude of the real component of oscillation and

/  E [0,1] is the ‘'out of phase" fractional component giving ellip tic oscillation in the

complex <£ plane: we will be particularly interested in the case wh_ere /  <C 1 .

We wish to cast this into the canonical form of the (real) M athieu equation:

y” +  (.4 -  2qcos(2z))y =  0. (4.5)

where ' denotes derivative w ith respect to the independent variab-le z. We begin by 

substituting our definition of the $  field into (4.1) above, giving

Xk +  ^  +  m2  + g2o 2  (sin 2 (m pt) +  f 2 cos2 (m <?t)) j  \fc =  0- (4-6)

We replace cos2 (m pf) with 1 — sin2{mQt) and collect terms, giving

Xk +  + m \  + f 2g2o2 + ( l  -  f 2) g2o 2 sin2(m 0t)'j \ k  =  0- (4-7)

Using the half-angle formula sin2# =  4 ( 1  — cos26) we obtain the form

Xk +  ( “ 2  +  m l  + f 292<?2 +  \  ( i  -  f 2) g2®~ (1 -  cos(2m pt))j Xk = 0. (4.8)

w'hich may be rewritten in the form of the M athieu equation

Xk +  (-4*(/) ~  2q(f)  cos 2z) \ k  = 0 (4.9)
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w ith  the following new identifications:

z =  m ^t (4.10)

(4.12)

(4.11)

Notice that the coefficients of the M athieu equation are now functions of the im aginary 

fraction / .  This is an. im portant feature, as it means tha t the characteristic behaviour 

of the param etric resonance as described by the M athieu equation takes the same form 

in the complex case as in the real case; however, the relationship between the physical 

parameters of the process and the Mathieu coefficients is redefined.

So we see that there is a m apping th a t takes the M athieu equation for the complex 

modes of the decay field when driven by the complex param etric field with out of phase 

real and imaginary pieces in its oscillation am plitude, and maps it to a real M athieu 

equation for the oscillations of the real and imaginary pieces of the decay product 

field with shifted param eters. There are several features of this mapping that simply 

encapsulate physical features of the original problem.

First we note th a t for the case where /  =  0, where the oscillation of the param etric 

driving field is along the real axis, the coefficients -4*. and q reduce to those previously 

considered in the literatu re  for the case of purely real param etric oscillation [4. 5]. 

In the other extrem e lim it, when /  =  I, we have g(l) =  0. meaning that one is 

restricted to be along the .4*, axis on the M athieu equation stability diagram, allowing 

only non-resonant particle production. This corresponds to the physical observation 

th a t because the decay couplings were phase invariant, our original equation for the 

complex oscillations involved only the m agnitude of $  in the oscillation equation. 

In the case that the real and im aginary pieces of the $  oscillation have the same 

am plitude ( /  =  I), then  the coefficients in the \  equation of m otion become time 

independent and there can be no param etric amplification. We also note tha t the 

im aginary fraction /  o f the oscillations enters into the coefficients only as / 2, meaning
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tha t the effect is the same regardless of direction traveled around the ellipse (i.e. 

whether /  is positive or negative). This reflects the fact tha t the original equation for 

the complex oscillations is second order and symmetric under time inversion, which 

corresponds to having the param etric field circulate about the oval in the $  plane in 

the opposite sense, or reversing the sign of / .

Finally, in the intermediate regime /  E (0,1), q{f)  is always decreased, while .4* 

is always increased (compared to /  =  0 ), so increasing /  never causes the system  to 

leave the physical regime. As noted above, increasing /  means moving “inland'' on 

the stability  diagram for the Mathieu equation. In general, this causes suppression of 

the resonant growth of the \  modes: however, it also allows one to explain the coun

terintuitive observation that in certain cases the resonant band exponential growth 

param eter /.tk may actually increase as one turns on the out of phase component / .  

To understand this, imagine that for oscillations with no imaginary fraction /  one is 

sitting  in param eter space at the lower border of one of the instability bands (where 

f.tk is zero). Now slowly increase / .  The param eter m apping derived above implies 

that you sta rt to move in a “northwest'' direction on the band chart into the insta

bility band. As such, your /q- begins to increase. As you continue to increase / ,  you 

will eventually hit the maximum possible /.q. along your trajectory, after which your 

f.ik begins to drop again. Eventually you will leave the instability band altogether for 

sufficiently large / .  For very high order instability bands, it should be possible to 

encounter many bands along one trajectory of increasing / .

From a different point of view, were one to look at the instability diagram  as a 

function of the .4* and q of standard real Mathieu param etric resonance (ie. as a 

function of our .4^(0) and $(0), for different values of / ) ,  the effect of turning on /  

would be seen to manifest itself as both a narrowing and a downwards shift of the 

instability bands as /  increased. In addition, isocontours of /.q. would be seen to 

“flow out” of the bands as /  increases. For /  =  1 each instability band collapses 

to a  line with fik =  0 , as with a phase independent coupling of the param eter field
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to the mode field there would be no time dependence in the mode field equation of 

motion, and the system would be stable for all .4*. and q. Figure 4.1 illustrates in 

detail both the bending of the bands and the decrease of /.ik for the first resonance 

band as we turn on the imaginary fraction /  of our oscillations. We expect tha t the 

suppression of resonance for fixed non-zero imaginary fraction /  is stronger in higher 

resonance bands, as at larger q the resonance proceeds by violation of adiabaticity in 

the decay mode evolution, and for large q a t fixed /  the induced decay m ode field 

mass is always large. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 where we show the quenching 

of resonance for the first 7 resonance bands, as /  is turned on. We see that there is 

more severe suppression for the higher bands, in accord with our physical intuition: 

in the next section we will analytically estim ate the extent of the domain of surviving 

resonant bands, for fixed imaginary fraction / .

4.3 Param eter D om ain For the Broad-B and R es

onance

Let us first briefly discuss the effect of mixing in the narrow-band regime. The narrow-

where m  and g are replaced with \Jm- + f'-g'^o1 and \ / l  — f - g , respectively. It is 

easily seen that the condition for an efficient narrow-band resonance remains almost 

unchanged in the complex case, unless /  is close to 1. Therefore, in physically inter

esting situations the narrow-band resonance will not be substantially affected by the 

mixing. Of course, in the extreme case with /  =  1. there is no time variation in the 

Mathieu equation and. hence, no narrow-band resonance.

In the case of real broad-band parametric resonance, Kofman, Linde, and Starobin-

band resonance in the case of a real oscillating field is efficient for ( ^ ) 3 <  <? <  ^  [G]- 

In the case of a complex field with mixing param eter /  this reads as

(4.13)
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sky [4, 5] argue that the requirement of adiabaticity  violation for broad-band para

metric amplification implies th a t it only occurs w ith significant //*.. for Ak  — 2 q < yjq. 

T heir argument presupposes th a t the decay term inates after it has entered an "'explo

sive” phase, where the effective mass of the decaying o  is dom inated by the coupling 

to the plasm a of decay product \  modes which has been built up by param etric 

resonance decay. The effective physical 3-momentum of the quasi-relativistic decay 

X modes is of order their energy, which is no more than  of order the induced mass 

of the decaying <?; this is of order g \ eaa which in  tu rn  is of order gpend which can 

also be w ritten y jg m 'f  <pend. So (fc2 hys/m *) <> (gOend/m^), which can be rewritten as 

Ak  — 2q < yjq. For a detailed discussion we refer to the treatm ent in [5].

We have seen in the preceding section that the case of complex oscillation with 

im aginary fraction /  can be mapped onto a M athieu equation with shifted resonance 

param eters. By substituting the “shifted" param eters induced by the non-zero imag

inary component of oscillation, we should thus be able to determine what range of q 

supports broad-band resonance for oscillation w ith  a given fraction of out of phase 

im aginary component for the oscillation of the driving param eter.

Recall the expressions for the equivalent shifted A ^ i f )  and q ( f ) from equations

(4.11) and (4.12) respectively. Substituting these expressions into the relation .4*. — 

2 Q £  y/q allows us to write it as:

This leads us to the relation

-4fc(0) -  2<z(0) +  4 / 2 ?(0) £  y j l  -  P y f i m ,  (4.15)

;or, defining £* =  >U(0 ) — 2 g(0 ), we have

E k +  4 / 2 q(0) £  y /l -  p y f c 0). (4.16)

If we recall that physical values of E are positive semi-definite, we find that for a

fixed non-zero imaginary fraction /  there is an upper bound on the param eter g(0 ) for
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which resonance occurs, and the allowed range of resonant q(0) is bounded above as 
1—g 4̂ . (For the small imaginary fractions /  of physical interest, however, the weaker 

approximate bound of will suffice). So instead of an  an ever widening resonance 

region above the Ak  =  2 q line, with thickness of order y/q, as one has in the real case, 

in the complex case w ith fixed non-zero im aginary fraction / ,  one instead has a region 

above the Ak  =  2 q line of finite extent, w ith an upper bound on the values of the q 

param eter which can result in resonance. This is qualitatively reasonable, as a fixed 

im aginary fraction /  for the oscillation means th a t as we scale up q the ellipse of $  

broadens as it lengthens, preserving its shape: so throughout the <3? oscillation |$ | 

has a large value, inducing a large mass for the modes of the decay field E, which in 

tu rn  leads to adiabatic evolution of the E, and suppression of broad-band param etric 

resonance production of the E.

4.4 C om plex R esonance in  “Instant P reh eat”

Recently, a simpler m ethod of efficient scalar field decay has been proposed, called 

“instant preheat” [16]. W ithin models of this type the decaying field rolls once through 

the origin, at which point the mass of the decay product field to which it is coupled 

passes through zero, and modes of the decay product field experience non-adiabatic 

excitation. As the decaying field rolls away from zero (perhaps monotonically) the 

modes of the decay product field grow in mass: they drain energy' from the decaying 

field through their mass. As the mass of the modes of the decay product field grows, so 

does their decay width; their subsequent decay, after their mass and decay width have 

grown sufficiently, then releases the energy they have taken from the original decay 

field, and dum ps it into their final decay products, which thermalize the resulting 

energy'.

It is interesting to note that while final s ta te  effects such as rescattering, backreac- 

tion, or plasm a masses can prevent preheating from occurring, they are unim portant
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in the instant preheating scenario. The reason is that for these effects to become 

im portant, (at least) several oscillations are needed to build up a large enough occu

pation number for the final sta te  field. In the instant preheating, on the other hand, 

the energy drain from the oscillating field occurs during each half of an oscillation. In 

fact, instant preheating can be efficient even if the adiabaticity condition is violated 

only during the first half of the first oscillation. Therefore, instant preheating is es

sentially unaffected by the final state effects. The mixing of the real and imaginary 

parts of the oscillating field, on the other hand, has the same effect in the instant 

preheating case as in the standard  preheating scenario. We recall that the torque 

from A-terms deflects the trajectory of the oscillating field from that of a straight 

line. The Hubble induced A-terms have their largest value a t the beginning of the 

oscillations, and rapidly decrease with Hubble expansion. This means that the de

flection is largest during the initial oscillations. Thus, a large enough /  to restore 

adiabaticity in the preheating case could do the same for the instant preheating case.

4.5 N on-C onvex Potentials

A nother possibility to achieve rapid decay of a homogeneous condensate occurs in 

the case that the potential governing the evolution of the condensate scalar has non- 

convex behaviour over some region of field space [12, 29]. In this circumstance, it 

becomes energetically favorable for a scalar condensate in the non-convex region to 

decompose into inhomogeneous modes; provided the inhomogeneity occurs over long 

enough wavelengths, the price one pays in kinetic energy* for the inhomogeneity is more 

than compensated by the decreased average potential energy of the regions of field 

excess and deficit compared to the average field value. This produces a wavenumber 

band for exponential growth of the mode amplitudes. This has been considered in 

both the case of inflaton decay [1 2 ], and in the case of the growth of inhomogeneities in 

scalar condensates corresponding to F-flat and D-flat directions of the standard model
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w ith non-convex potentials of the type arising from gauge-mediated supersymmetry 

breaking [29]. It is clear that this is one type of instability  which is not vitiated 

by having the scalar order param eter complex or involving multiple scalar fields. If 

there is a region in field space with respect to which the potential is non-convex in 

some direction, then fluctuations corresponding to modes of the field variation in 

that field direction, of sufficiently long wavelength, will win on the potential versus 

kinetic energy budget, and grow' exponentially. Indeed the treatm ent of (complex) 

flat directions in the supersymmetric standard model in [29] explicitly analyzes the 

conditions for instability of a complex field with a potential w'hich is a non-convex 

function of the field modulus, and exhibits the resulting instability bands.

4.6 Other Couplings

Here, we briefly comment on the situation for another type of coupling between $  

and E fields which is also of interest and application. This is the g2(OR\R +  Oi \ i )2 

coupling whose simplest manifestation is for the potential V'($) =  |A|<&|4, with $  

and E being the same field. It also arises in supersym metric models from the D-term 

part of the scalar potential. This type of coupling leads to the mixing of \ R and \ 7  

mode equations:

In this case the mass eigenstates are ?/?x/?4'-2/-Vz: and instead of Or and O;

themselves. For oscillatory motion of Or and ©/ w ith a phase difference, there are 

tw'o periodic changes tha t may lead to resonance: change in the mass eigenvalues (the 

usual parametric resonance) and change in the mass eigenstates. They can’t be simply 

superimposed and it is not very easy to give rough argum ents for the instability bands 

and the respective value of \.ik s. The im portant point is that for such a coupling,

+  m x g~oR~ Xu* +  g 6 rOi \Rk

+  "fnK~g~Oi~ ] \ R k  +  g  <?R<PiXR,k (4.18)

(4.17)
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even in the /  =  1 case there is still time variation in mode equations. This variation 

is present in both the mass eigenstates and mass eigenvalues.

4 .7  Cosm ic Expansion and C om plex R esonance

So far, we have considered modifications to param etric resonance decay which arise 

in  com plex field oscillations in the absence of effects of Hubble expansion. As we 

no ted  above, since broad-band resonance is induced by non-adiabaticity of the \  

evolution during small intervals of the o  oscillation, instantaneous approximation of 

the  x  excitation should be a useful guide during each of the jum ps in mode number. 

Cosmic expansion then functions to shift the param eters of the oscillator between 

episodes of mode excitation as d> passes near zero. We now examine the implications 

o f th is in both the narrow- and broad-band cases.

Implications for the narrow-band case are simple; as we have seen, the introduction 

o f a  phase difference between real and imaginary components of our complex inflaton 

field $  only kills narrow-band resonance for phase differences approaching f , or, in 

the language of this paper, for /  =  1 . Therefore, the resonance should be qualitatively 

the same in the static approximation and with the Hubble expansion included.

For broad-band resonance the situation is completely different. According to 

equation  (4.16), the broad-band resonance is shut off for q >  In the static

lim it /  and q are both constant and resonance is either suppressed, or viable. In 

an  expanding universe, /  eventually becomes approximately constant as the Hubble 

induced A-terms turn off (indeed, as pointed out earlier, after several Hubble times 

the  m otions along the real and im aginary directions are decoupled and free), while, 

on the  other hand, q{t) =  ( ^ p )  is redshifted as a-3 . This implies that even if 

the  resonance is suppressed initially, it may be initiated after a  sufficient time such 

th a t q(t) <  The right-hand side is less than 1  (or very close to it) for /  >

Therefore, in the case of large out of phase components of oscillation, the broad-band
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resonance is killed and resonance may resume only in the narrow-band regime at 

a la ter time. In most physically interesting cases, however, /  <  5  and the right- 

hand side is considerably greater than  1 . In such cases, broad-band resonance is 

not eliminated in an expanding universe, but rather delayed. The param eter /  is 

determined by the action of the scalar potential (including A-terms) for the oscillating 

field, and after the initial oscillations it often becomes effectively time-independent. 

Depending on the dimensionality of the A-term, it may be a function of the value 

of q a t the start of oscillations. If q{ <  p - / -4 , the onset of broad-band resonance will 

be unaffected. For g,- >  jg f~ 4, resonance is delayed initially, but will resume after 

sufficient expansion such that q < qeq =  j ^ / -4 - A larger /  leads to a smaller qeq, for 

f  > \  we have <?eq <  1  and resonance can only occur in the narrow-band regime. For 

/  =  1  resonance is eliminated.

Even though the broad-band resonance (for interesting cases) is only delayed in an 

expanding universe, the mixing still has im portant consequences. Perhaps the most 

notable example relates to the production of superheavy particles during resonance. 

In the standard preheating, 3's  with a mass up to q^m^ can be produced. A reduction 

in q at the onset of resonance implies a reduction in the maximum mass of produced 

particles. This is even more pronounced in the instant preheating case. Here 3  decay 

products $  with masses up to q i m 0 and which have a large enough coupling h to 

3 .  can be produced [16]. A sm aller qeq has a two-fold effect in this case. First, the 

allowable masses are smaller, and second, the decay rate Frf =  j zg o  m ay not be large 

enough (compared to the frequency of oscillations m0) for efficient production of 'I'’s. 

It is easily seen that < m 6  for h <, 4 tr? /. Therefore, '5 production is not efficient if 

h <; 4?Ti f .  Even for h 4 " 2 / ,  only 'F’s with a mass < 5  can be produced.
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4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have considered the changes to the standard picture of parametric 

resonance decay of a real homogeneous cosmological scalar field which arise if the 

field is instead complex, w ith out of phase oscillation of its real and imaginary com

ponents and a phase invariant decay coupling. For the case of complex M athieu type 

resonance, we give an explicit mapping to a corresponding reed M athieu resonance 

w ith shifted parameters th a t encode the effects of the out of phase components of 

the oscillating decay field. We showed the resulting effects on the instability bands, 

dem onstrating how they shift and shrink with increasing out of phase ( “elliptic” ) 

component of the driving field motion, lim iting the swath of instability to a finite 

area on the A^-q chart, and eliminating broad-band resonance in the higher modes. 

We argued that similar effects may be present in the case of complex field models of 

“instant preheat,” but that instabilities due to regions in field space with non-convex 

potentials are qualitatively the same in the complex case. Finally, in the context of 

an expanding FRW universe, we noted that the presence of a fraction of out of phase 

oscillation would usually delay the onset of param etric resonance, but not eliminate 

it entirely.
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Figure 4.1: T he M athieu equation stability diagram for the first resonance band. The 

physical region lies above and to  the left of the diagonal line .4*.. =  2 q. Contour lines 

represent isocontours of s ta rtin g  from /.i =  0  (band boundary) and increasing by 

units of 0.1 as one moves from left to right in the band. Different panels represent 

different im aginary fractions / :  (a) /  =  0: (b) /  =  0.2; (c) /  =  0.4; (d) /  =  0.6.
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T he physical region lies above and to the left of the diagonal line A k  =  2q. Contour 

lines represent isocontours of n  s tarting  from /.i =  0  (band boundary) and increasing 

by units of 0.1 as one moves from left to right in the bands. Different panels represent 

different imaginary fractions / :  (a) /  =  0 ; (b) /  =  0 .2 ; (c) /  =  0 .4 ; (d) /  =  0 .6 .
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Chapter 5

Reheating and Supersymmetric 

Flat-Direction Baryogenesis

5.1 Introduction

Initially, one of the most attractive features of Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) [1] 

was the prospect that they might provide an explanation [2 ] for the m atter-an tim atter 

asymmetry' of the Universe, via their new interactions that violate baryon an d /o r lep- 

ton number. Subsequently, it has been realized that, even in the Standard Model, at 

the non-perturbative level there are sphaleron interactions that violate both ban 'on 

and lepton number. This discovery has given rise to new scenarios for baryogene

sis, at the electroweak phase transition [3] or via leptogenesis followed by sphaleron 

reprocessing [4]. Supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model offer yet more 

scenarios for baryogenesis. For example, they may facilitate electroweak baryogen

esis by perm itting a first-order electroweak phase transition despite the constraints 

im posed by LEP [5]. There is also the possbility that they may contain perturbative 

interactions th a t violate baryon and /o r lepton number via a breakdown of R  parity, 

which under certain circumstances [6 ] can induce baryogenesis.

However, perhaps the most attractive mechanism offered by supersym m etry is
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th a t proposed by Affleck and Dine, according to which [7] a condensate of a  combi

nation of squark and /or slepton fields may have formed during an inflationary epoch

[8 ] in the early universe, causing the vacuum to carry a  large net baryon and/or 

lepton number, which is then transferred to m atter particles when the condensate 

eventually decays. We recall that the condensate forms along some flat direction of 

the effective potential of the theory, which we take to be the Minimal Supersymmet

ric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) at low energies. In the conventional 

approach to Affleck-Dine baryogenesis, the condensate is essentially sta tic  until a rel

atively late cosmological epoch, when it starts to oscillate. In turn, the term ination 

of the period of oscillation has been calculated in terms of the magnitudes of the soft 

supersymmetry-breaking terms present in the effective potential, which become sig

nificant only a t low temperatures, and of the therm alization effects of inflaton decay

[9]-
The purpose of this chapter is to re-examine this Affleck-Dine mechanism by in

corporating a more complete treatm ent of the reheating of the universe after the 

inflationary epoch. We argue that the flat directions are in general coupled to other 

fields that are kinematically accessible to inflaton decay. These fields therefore have 

non-trivial statistical densities, and become thermalized. The couplings of these den

sities to the flat directions induce effective supersymmetry-breaking masses and .4 

terms for the erstwhile flat fields. As a result, the ‘flat' directions s ta rt oscillat

ing earlier than previously estimated. Subsequently, the oscillations also term inate 

earlier, as the flat-direction condensate interacts with the plasma of inflaton decay 

products and evaporates. The bottom  line is that previous estimates of the result

ing baryon/lepton asymmetry of the universe may be substantially altered, and we 

estim ate some orders of magnitude for different representative param eter choices.
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5.2 Flat D irections

The F-fiat directions of the MSSM are classified by gauge-invariant monomials i n  the 

fields of the theory. These monomials have been classified in [10], and, for d irec tions 

which are also F-flat for renormalizable standard model superpotential in terac tions, 

the dimension of the non-renormalizable term in the superpotential which first l i f ts  the 

respective F -flat direction has also been derived. Hereafter, we consider only those 

F -fla t directions which are not lifted by renormalizable superpotential in teractions. 

These correspond to 14 independent monomials, and each monomial represe-nts a 

complex F-flat direction: one vev magnitude and one phase (all fields in the momomial 

have the same vev). Since the monomials are gauge-invariant, appropriate g au g e  

transform ations generated by non-diagonal generators can be used to remove- that 

part of the F -te rm  contribution to the potential which comes from the non-dia gonal 

generators. Also, any relative phase among the fields in the monomial can be ro-tated 

away by those gauge transformations which are generated by diagonal generato rs. 

There remains only one overall phase, i.e., the phase of the fiat direction, -uvhich 

can be absorbed by redefinition of the scalar fields. Note that the F -te rm  am d F- 

term  parts of the scalar potential are invariant under such a redefinition (whnch is 

equivalent to a U (l) symmetry' transformation) while the soft-breaking te rm s  and 

fermionic Yukawa terms generally are not. So we can always arrange the vev o f  the 

fields in the monomial to be initially along the real axis. We also note th a t smch a 

non-zero vev breaks spontaneously the MSSM gauge group.

As an explicit example, consider the simplest case, which is the H UL flat d irec tion . 

If the T3 =  |  component of H u and the F3  =  — 1 component of L  have the s a m e  vev, 

then all the F  terms from both diagonal and non-diagonal generators of the MISSM 

are zero. The non-diagonal ones are identically zero and the equality' of the vev n_iakes 

the diagonal ones zero as well. These vev’s can then be chosen along the real a x is  as 

noted above. There are eight real degrees of freedom in the H u and L  doublets. Two 

of them comprise the flat direction and another three are Goldstone bosons e a te n  by
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the gauge fields of the spontaneously-broken symmetries. The rem aining three are 

physical scalars which are coupled to the flat direction, and are massive due to its 

vev.

Now th a t since all fields in the monomial have the same vev and are real, by an 

orthogonal transform ation we can go to a  new basis where there is only one direction 

w ith a non-zero vev. Let us label this direction a  and the orthogonal directions 

generically as o. Therefore an  0 while a i  =  4>n =  = 0. For the specific

H UL  example, these are the following combinations after the Goldstone bosons are 

absorbed by the Higgs mechanism:

\ / 2 a n =  ( H i  ) R +  ( £ 2 ) «

\ / 2 a / =  { H x ) t +  ( L o ) I

y / 2 6 1 =  ( # i ) * - ( £ 2 ) «

\P io -i =  ( # 2  ) * - ( £ 1 ) /

v /2 0 3 *-<

II +  ( L i ) fi

The D  terms from the T3 and t / ( l ) y- generators give terms g2a 2o 2 (up to numerical 

factors) in the potential, whilst those from 7\ and To give g2a 2Oo2 and g2a 2o32 terms 

(up to numerical factors). It is a generic feature th a t all fields entering in the fiat 

direction monomial which are left after the Higgs mechanism (except the linear com

bination which receives the vev after diagonalization) have masses of order ga  due to 

their D -tem i couplings to the flat-direction vev.

We now consider supergravity effects, both in minimal models w ith soft-breaking 

terms at the tree level, and in no-scale models [1 1 ], where such term s are absent at 

tree-level but arise from quantum  corrections [12]. The superpotential consists of the 

tree-level MSSM terms and a series of non-renormalizable terms of successively higher 

dimension, which are induced in the effective theory by the dynamics of whatever is 

the underlying more fundam ental theory. W ithout imposing R  parity  (or any other
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symmetry) all gauge-invariant terms of higher dimension would exist in the superpo

tential. We may, however, also wish to impose R  parity  on the higher-dimensional 

terms, as we have done on the renormalizable interactions, to prevent substantial R- 

parity violation being fed down from high scales by the renormalization-group running 

of the soft m ass terms [13]. If we assume that R  parity is a discrete gauge symmetry 

of the theory, then it would be respected by all gauge-invariant superpotential terms 

of arbitrary dimension. Relevant higher dimensional superpotential terms which lift 

the flat direction a  are of the form:

( 5 - 1 }

where A„ is a number of order one and M  is a large mass scale, e.g., the GUT or 

Planck scale.

During inflation, supersymmetry is strongly broken by the non-zero energy of the 

vacuum. In minimal models this is transferred to the observable sector through the 

Ivahler potential at tree level [14], while in no-scale models [11] this happens at the 

one-loop level [13]. Inflation then induces [14] the soft-breaking terms

- C jH j2 |a | '2  +  a \ nH j—tj—z +  h.c. (5.2)rtMn °

where C/ and a are numbers depending on the sector in which the inflaton lies, and 

Hi is the Hubble constant during inflation. We shall assume here th a t C/ is positive 

and not unnaturally  small [14, 15]. In the presence of the A  term, the potential along 

the angular direction has the form cos{nd +  9a), where 9a is the phase of a. Due to 

its negative mass-squared, the flat direction rolls down towards one of the discrete 

minima at n.9 + 9a = ~ and |a | =  ( („_ijAn H iM n~3) n~2, and quickly settles at one of 

the minima is 0 (1 )). Therefore, at the end of inflation a  can be at any of

the above-mentioned minima.

In the absence of thermal effects, a  would track the instantaneous minimum |a | ~

(H M r i - 3 ) ^ = 2 from the end of inflation until the time when H  ~  ttzj, where m i ~
2  2
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1 TeV is the low-energy supersymmetry-breaking scale [14]. At H  ~  m± the low- 

energy soft terms

2  Qn
m 3 2 |o:| -f- A \ nvna——— - + h.c. (5.3)

- 2 nM n~z

would take over, w ith the mass-squared of a  becoming positive, and a  would then

start its oscillations. Also, the minima along the angular direction would then move in

a non-adiabatic way, due generally to different phases for A  and a. As a result, a  starts
1

its free oscillations around the origin with an initial vev a 05C. ~  (m iilf n ' 3 ) n - 2 and 

frequency m  i  and, a t the same time, the torque exerted on it causes motion along the 

angular direction. In the case that the flat direction carries a  baryon (lepton) number 

this will lead to a baryon (lepton) asymmetry n B [7] given by n B =

At m |t  >  1 the upper bound on nB [7] may be written

3 /" ^ o sc . A  ^  / -  . \
n B ------------------- (-T T

which, after transition to a radiation-dominated universe, results in an ^  that re-
5

mains constant as long as there is no further entropy release.

As we will see in subsequent sections, thermal effects of inflaton decay products 

with superpotential couplings to the flat direction can fundam entally alter the dy

namics of the flat direction oscillation, and necessitate revision of the estim ates for 

the resulting baryon/lepton asymmetries produced.

5.3 F lat-D irection  Superpotential Couplings and  

Finite Tem perature Effects

As we have seen, the flat direction a  has couplings of the form g2ordr  to the fields o 

which are in the monomial that represents it. Besides these D -term  couplings, it also 

has F-term  couplings to other fields \  which are not present in the monomial. These
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come from renormalizable superpotential Yukawas, and have the form 1

W  D h a \ \  (5.5)

which results in a term  /i2 | a | 2 | \ | 2  in the scalar potential. Again for illustration, 

consider the H UL  flat direction: H u has Yukawa couplings to left-handed and right- 

handed (s)quarks while L  has Yukawa couplings to H d and right-handed (s)leptons.

In the class of models th a t we consider, the inflaton is assumed to be in a sector 

which is coupled to ordinary m atter by interactions of gravitational strength only. In 

this case, the inflaton decay always occurs in the perturbative regime and we need 

not worry about parametric-resonance decay effects [16]. The inflaton decay rate 

is Trf ~  w^ere m is ^ ie inflaton mass and m  <  101 3  GeV from the CODE

d ata  on the CMBR anisotropy [17]. Efficient inflaton decay occurs at the time when 

H  ~  and the effective reheat tem perature at that time will be T r  ~  ( T d M p i ) 2 ■ 

For m ~  101 3  GeV we get T r  ~  1 0 1 0  GeV, which is in the allowed range to avoid the 

gravitino problem [18].

The crucial point to note is that, although inflaton decay effectively completes 

much later than the s ta rt of its oscillation, nonetheless decay occurs throughout this 

period. In fact, a dilute plasm a with tem perature T  ( H T d M p 2)* (assuming instant 

thermalization: we address thermalization below) is present from the first several 

oscillations, until the effective completion of the inflaton deca}' [19]. It is easily seen 

th a t it has the highest instantaneous tem perature at the earliest time, which can 

reach T  < 101 3  GeV. This plasm a, however, carries a relatively small fraction of the 

cosmic energy density, w ith the bulk still in inflaton oscillations. The dilution of 

relics produced from this plasm a by the entropy release from the subsequent decay 

of the bulk of the inflaton energy is the reason that it does not lead to gravitino

1\Ve note that for F -flat directions o f the renormalizable piece o f  the superpotential, which

are only lifted by higher-dim ensional nonrenormalizable terms, a  cannot have such superpoteutial

couplings to <f> fields which appear in the monomial.
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overproduction. It is im portant to note th a t the energy density in the plasm a may be 

com parable to the energy density stored in the condensate along a flat direction. As 

a result, the therm al effects from the plasm a m ay affect the dynamics of flat direction 

evolution which, as we see below, occurs in m any cases.

All fields with mass less than T,  and gauge interactions with the plasm a particles, 

can reach therm al equilibrium with the plasm a. Those fields which are coupled to 

the flat direction have generically large masses in the presence of its vev, and might 

not be excited thermally. These include the <t> fields which are gauge-coupled to a  

and have a mass ga  (up to numerical factors of 0 ( 1 )) and many of the \  fields which 

have superpotential couplings to a , and hence have a  mass ha  (also up to numerical 

factors of 0 (1 )). For ga > T  or ha > T . the former or the la tte r are not in thermal 

equilibrium, respectively. We recall tha t, in the presence of Hubble-induced soft- 

breaking terms, the minimum of the potential for the flat direction determines that 

a- ~  (iTiV/"-3 ) ”̂ ,  and the plasma tem perature is T  ~  ( H T d M p 2 ) * . So a field with a 

coupling h to the flat direction can be in therm al equilibrium provided that ha  <  T.  

which implies that

p n—2 j r 2(n—2)
z i d - n  ^  I  d  M p i _______  f x p \
H -  /j4(n—2) /̂4(n-3)

and sim ilarly for the gauge coupling g.

The back-reaction effect of the plasma of quanta of this field will then induce a 

m ass-squared + h2T 2 for the flat direction to which it is coupled. If this exceeds the 

negative Hubble-induced mass-squared — H 2 , the flat direction sta rts  its oscillation. 

This happens for h T  > H , i.e., for

i f 3  <  h4r dM F[2 (5.7)

and sim ilarly for back-reaction from plasm a fields with gauge coupling g to the flat 

direction. Therefore, a  flat direction will s ta rt its oscillations if bo th  of the above 

conditions are satisfied simultaneously. We note th a t the finite-tem perature effects
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of the plasm a can lead to a much earlier oscillatory regime for the flat direction., i.e.,

when H  ^  m i.
2

It is clear that, in order for a plasma of the quanta of a field to be produced, 

the coupling of th a t field to a flat direction should not be so large th a t its induced 

mass prevents its therm al excitation. On the other hand, in order for its thermal 

plasm a to have a significant reaction back on the flat direction, its coupling to the 

flat direction should not be so small that the therm al mass-squared induced for the 

flat direction will be smaller than the Hubble-induced contribution. Therefore, to 

have significant therm al effects, we need couplings of intermediate strength  in order 

to have both  conditions simultaneously satisfied. For the fields 6  which have f - te rm  

couplings of gauge strength g to flat directions, this is usually not the case: As will 

be seen shortly, in most cases their couplings are too large to satisfy the equilibrium 

condition. For the fields \  which have f- te rm  couplings of Yukawa strength  h to the 

flat direction, the existence of significant thermal effects depends on the value of h, 

as well as on the initial value of the flat-direction vev a , which in turn  depends on 

the mass scale and the dimension of the higher-dimensional operator which lifts the 

flatness.

To organize our discussion then, we first assess the typical values of h to be ex

pected for couplings to the flat directions. For these typical values, we then estimate 

the im portance of thermal effects on vev’s determ ined by higher-dimensional opera

tors ranging over the various different dimensions that can lift the flat direction, for 

both  the case of lifting by the GUT scale: 0(1O16) GeV, and by the Planck scale: 

O(1019) GeV.

5.3.1 Superpotential Couplings of the MSSM Flat Directions

We now list the Yukawa couplings of the MSSM. For low tan/?, the ratio of H u and 

H d vev’s, we have
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fe“ i ~  1 0 " 4  ~  1 0 " 5  h li ~  1 (T 6

hu2  ~  10" 2  hd2  ~  10" 3  ~  10- 3  (5.8)

hu3  ~  1  lld3  ~  1 0 - 2  /lf 3  ~  1 0 - 2

whilst the h u's and hd's tend to  be more similar for high tan/?. The only Yukawa

couplings which are significantly different from O ( 1 0 ~2) are h ui, hd hli, and h"3.

Only flat directions which include only the left- and right-handed up squark, the 

left- and right-handed down squark, the left- and right-handed selectron and  the 

left-handed sneutrino will have an  h significantly less than 0 (  1 0 -2 ).

For low t a n a n y  flat direction which includes right-handed top squarks has 

a Yukawa coupling of 0 (1 ) to some \ ’s, too large for those y 's to be in therm al 

equilibrium, given the expected range of flat direction vev’s a.  The left-handed 

squarks are coupled to both H u and H d, so any flat direction which includes a left- 

handed top squark has a Yukawa coupling of order 10“ 2  to H d as well. For high tan/?, 

any flat direction which includes the left- or right-handed top or bottom  squarks has a 

Yukawa coupling of order 1  since the top and bottom  Yukawas are of the same order. 

In general, any flat direction which consists only of the above-mentioned scalars has 

a Yukawa coupling of order 1 to some \  's and /o r a Yukawa coupling significantly less 

than O ( 1 0 -2 ) to other \ ’s.

Among all flat directions which are not lifted by the renormalizable superpotential 

terms, there is only one which allows such a flavor choice: nude w ith one u in the third 

generation and all other scalars in the first generation (i.e., tude).  This exceptional 

flat direction still has a coupling of O ( 1 0 -4 ) to some \- fields, since it includes the 

right-handed up squark. Taking into account all flavor choices for all flat directions 

which are not lifted at the renormalizable superpotential level, we can use h ~  1 0 - 2  

for the coupling of a generic flat direction to \  fields. For the above-mentioned 

exceptional case we shall use h ~  1 0 -4 .

So, for our discussion of the dynamics of flat direction oscillations we will consider 

three representative cases. We will analyze the dynamics when inflaton decay plas-
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m ons are coupled to the flat direction by: gauge couplings with coupling g ~  1 0 -1 , 

generic Yukawa couplings of order h ~  10-2 , or suppressed Yukawa couplings of order 

h ~  10-4 . Consideration of these cases should allow us to explore the generic range 

of physical effects that arise in flat direction oscillations, from a plasm a of inflaton 

decay products.

We now undertake a detailed analysis to determine in which cases a plasm a of 

inflaton decay products can be produced, and can initiate the flat-direction oscillations 

by the reaction they induce on the flat direction. W hether this occurs or not depends 

on the vev of the flat direction, and the strength  of the coupling of the plasm a quanta 

to the flat direction. The initial vev of the flat direction is set by both  the underlying 

scale of the physics of the higher-dimensional operators th a t lift the flat direction, 

and, for a given flat direction, by the dimension of the gauge-invariant operator of 

lowest dimension which can be induced by the underlying dynamics to lift the flat 

direction.

In order to categorize system atically the various cases which arise, we organize 

them  as follows. First, we divide them  into two cases, depending on whether the 

underhung scale of the new physics responsible for the higher-dimensional operators 

which lift the flat direction and stabilize the vev at the end of inflation are GUT- 

scale: O(1016) GeV, or Planck-scale: O (1019) GeV. Each of these cases is subdivided 

according to whether the coupling between the flat direction and the inflaton decay 

products is of gauge strength  (g ~  10-1 ), standard  superpotential Yukawa strength 

(h ~  10-2 ), or exceptional suppressed Yukawa strength (h ~  10-4 ). As noted above, 

th is covers the generic range of couplings exhibited by fields in flat directions in 

the supersym metric standard  model. Finally, each of these cases is subdivided and 

tabu lated  according to the dimension of the operator th a t stabilizes the flat-direction 

vev, setting  (given the possibilities listed above for the underhung scale of the new 

physics responsible for the operators) the in itial vev of the flat direction. These higher- 

dim ensional operators are listed by the order of the monomial in the superfields which
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appears in the superpotential and is responsible for the operator. We tabulate against 

the order of the higher-dimensional superpotential term  the following quantities (in 

Planck units2): the Hubble constant H,  the tem perature T , and the value of the 

flat-direction vev a  a t the onset of oscillations, as well as the combination
1 1 Or v H ot.

for the case of the gauge coupling) which will be useful when we discuss the produced 

baryon asymm etry in the next section. We also explain the reasons for the values of 

the entries appearing, in the light of the two necessary conditions introduced above 

for inducing the flat-direction oscillations by plasm a effects, i.e., tha t on the one 

hand the mass of the plasm on induced by the coupling to the flat direction is small 

enough th a t it can be populated in the therm al bath  from inflaton decay, and, on 

the other hand, that the coupling is large enough for back-reaction effects from the 

plasm a to lift the flat direction sufficiently to s ta rt oscillation despite the effects of 

the Hubble-induced mass.

5.3.2 Plasma Effects for the GUT Scale M  = 1016 GeV Case

First, let us consider the case that the scale of the new' physics that induces operators 

that stabilize the flat direction is of order the GUT scale: O(1016) GeV. We then 

subdivide this case according to the strength of the coupling of the inflaton decay 

products to the flat direction. To s ta rt, we consider the gauge-coupled case with 

g =  10-1 . In this case, it is only for initial flat-direction vev’s fixed by either quartic 

or quintic higher-dimensional terms in the superpotential that the plasm a effects can 

accelerate the onset of flat direction oscillation, with the results shown in Table 5.1. 

Physically, for superpotential monomials of sixth order or higher, the initial flat- 

direction vev is sufficiently large that the mass generated by its gauge coupling to 

the prospective inflaton decay products is large enough to prevent them  from being 

kinematically accessible for therm al excitation. In the case of a quintic superpotential 

monomial this is also initially the case, and it is only after Hubble expansion has

2From now on, we express som e dim eiisionful quantities in Planck units.
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Table 5.1: GUT scale M  =  1016 GeV, gauge coupling g =  10 1

H T a s l l
H a

n — 4 10"8 10~t 1 0 -t 10" =

n =  5 10 18 10"9 10"8 107

reduced a,  and hence the induced plasinon mass, that thermalized products of inflaton 

decay can back-react to induce flat-direction oscillation. However, this only occurs for 

H  <  10~16, by which time the low-energy soft supersymmetry breaking has already 

initiated flat-direction oscillation.

For the GUT case M  =  101 6  GeV with generic Yukawa coupling h =  10-2 . we 

have the results shown in Table 5.2 for lifting of the flat direction by monomials 

of the orders listed. In the cases that the order of the monomial is four or five we 

have no difficulty satisfying the condition that ha < T,  so that they are (thermally) 

populated in the inflaton decay plasma. For monomials of order six, seven or eight, 

the induced mass of the prospective plasmon is, in fact, of the same order or slightly 

larger than the instantaneous effective temperature. So thermally they are present, 

albeit now with some Boltzman suppression. Moreover, we also note that these 

induced masses are less than the mass of the decaying inflaton, and so they will be 

produced in the cascade of inflaton decay products, though, as noted above, after 

complete thermalization they will be subject to some Boltzmann suppression. In all 

cases the value of the Hubble constant at the onset of oscillation will be determ ined by 

the second condition (h T  > H),  which requires that the back-reaction-induced mass 

overcome the Hubble-induced mass to initiate oscillation. By comparing the results 

of Tables 5.1 and 5.2, we note that for a  general flat direction with h =  10- 2  which is 

lifted at the n =  4 superpotential level, the values at the onset of oscillations should 

be taken from the gauge analysis. The reason is that, in this case, the back-reaction 

of the inflaton decay products which have gauge coupling to the fiat direction act at
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Table 5.2: GUT scale M  =  1016 GeV, standard  Yukawa coupling h =  10 2

H T a hT2 
Ha

n = 4 1 0 “ “
20

1 0 “ 1 0 “ “ 10-3
n =  5 1 0 " “

20
1 0 “ 1 0 “ “ 1 0 " “

n — 6 1 0 ~ 9 1 0 -Y 1 0 “ « io -2
n  =  7 1 0 - l r 1 0 " “ 1 0 -w 10-K

0
0IIK

1 0 ~“
‘y ' i

10~T io -» 1 0 -w

an earlier tim e than  the back-reaction of those decay products which have Yukawa 

couplings to it.

For M  =  101 6  GeV, h =  10-4 , as a function of the order of the superpotential 

monomial lifting the flat direction we have the results shown in Table 5.3. For these 

cases, the flat-direction-induced mass is always less than the instantaneous temper

ature, due to the weak coupling of the flat direction to the plasmons. The only 

non-trivial condition now is the second one (hT > H),  which determ ines how long 

one must wait before the Hubble-induced mass is sufficiently reduced th a t the back- 

reaction-induced flat-direction mass can overcome it to initiate oscillation. This fixes 

the value of H  a t the onset of oscillation. Comparing the results of Tables 5.1 and 

5.3. we note that for an exceptional flat direction w ith h =  10- 4  which is lifted at the 

n =  4 superpotential level, the values at the onset of oscillations should also be taken 

from the gauge analysis.

5.3.3 Plasma Effects for the Planck Scale M  = 1019 GeV Case

We now turn  to the case th a t the underhung scale of new physics responsible for 

generating the higher-dimensional operators is the Planck scale. T his means that 

the values of the flat direction vev’s after inflation will be larger, raising the mass of
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Table 5.3: G U T scale M  =  1016 GeV, exceptional Yukawa coupling h =  10 4

H T a h T 2
H a

n =  4 10“ “
<11

1 0 " “ 10“ “ 10 -2

3 II Ol 10“ “ 1 0 - T 1 0 " “ 1 0 " “

n =  6 10“ “
<>o

1 0 - T 10"T? 10“ 4

n = 7 1 0 - t - 11

1 0 " T 1 0 " “ 1 0 -T

n  =  8 10“ “
il

1 0 - T 1 0 ~t£ 1 0 " “

n =  9 10“ ^ 1 0 - T 1 0 " “
11

1 0 - T

prospective plasmons to whicli they couple, and making it harder to satisfy the con

straint that these putative plasmons be generated thermally, or even be kinematically 

accessible to inflaton decay.

For A/ =  101 9  GeV, g =  10-1 , we have significant effects only for flat directions 

lifted by superpotential terms arising from quartic or quintic monomials. In all other 

cases (n > 6 ) the flat direction vev is so large that quanta gauge-coupled to it receive 

sufficiently large masses that they can not be thermally populated at the instanta

neous tem perature of the inflaton decay products. For the two non-trivial cases we 

have the results shown in Table 5.4. Only in the n =  4 case can we produce thermally 

a number of plasm a quanta sufficient to induce enough mass for the flat direction to 

initiate its oscillation at an earlier time. In the n =  5 case, back-reaction from the 

plasm a of inflaton decay products only manages to induce flat-direction oscillation 

after H  «C 10“ 18, by which time the low-energy soft supersym m etry breaking has 

already acted to s ta r t the oscillation and also the inflaton decay has been completed.

For M  =  101 9  GeV and h =  10-2 , we again have a case where flat directions 

lifted by superpotential monomials of order six or higher result in such a large flat- 

direction vev tha t quanta coupled to it receive too large a mass for them  to be 

thermally excited in  the plasm a of inflaton decay products. For the cases of quartic
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Table 5.4: Planck scale M  = 1019 GeV, gauge coupling g =  10-1

H T a a l l
H a

n  =  4 IQ-14
1 0 ~ 8 1 0 " 7 1 0 4

n =  5

W1o1—1 1 0 " 1 5 10-14
1 0 2 5

Table 5.5: Planck scale M  =  101 9  GeV, standard Yukawa coupling h = 10 2

H T a h T 2
Ha

n =  4 1 0 - 1 ° io -7 1 
, 

O 
1

f 
| IO- 1

n =  5

0 w1Or**t

iotH
1 0 ~ 6 1 0 1 4

or quintic superpotential monomials, we have the results shown in Table 5.5. We again 

find th a t only in the n — 4 case can thermal effects actually induce sufficient mass 

for the fiat direction to initiate oscillation earlier. In the n =  5 case, back-reaction 

from the plasm a of inflaton decay products only manages to induce flat-direction 

oscillation after the low-energy soft supersymmetry breaking has already done so, 

and the inflaton decay has been completed. By comparing the results of Tables 5.4 

and 5.5, we note th a t, for a generic flat direction, i.e., one with h =  10~2, the initial 

values at the onset of oscillations should be taken from the la tter. The reason is that, 

in this case, the back-reaction of the inflaton decay products which have Yukawa 

couplings to the flat direction act at an earlier time than the back-reaction of those 

decay products w ith a gauge coupling to it.

Finally, in the case M  =  101 9  GeV. h =  10~4, for flat directions lifted by mono

mials higher than  sixth order the resulting flat-direction vevs are sufficiently large 

that quan ta  coupled to it with this coupling are too massive to be excited at the 

instantaneous tem perature of the inflaton decay products. So the nontrivial cases are
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Table 5.6: Planck scale M  =  IO19 GeV, exceptional Yukawa coupling ft =  10 4

H T a hT2
H a

9 II 1 0 " ¥ -  «  22  
10“ io - - ? i o - f

n  =  5 1 0 " ^
O'*

1 0 - ir 1 0 " !1 O 1

n  =  6 1 0 " ¥
23

10“ 1 0 - ir 10 -2

those in Table 5.6. For n  =  6 , we marginally satisfy the requirement tha t h T  ~  a , 

necessary for therm al production of quanta coupled to the flat direction, while for 

n =  4 and n =  5 we do  so comfortably. The second condition, th a t h T  > H  for 

effective back-reaction, tlien serves to determine the value of H  a t the onset of the 

thermally-induced oscillation. By comparing the results of Tables 5.4 and 5.6, we 

note that when the exceptional flat direction with ft =  10“ 4  is lifted at the n =  4 

superpotential level, the values at the onset of oscillations should be taken from the 

latter. This is because the back-reaction of the inflaton decay products with Yukawa 

coupling to the flat direction act at an earlier time than the back-reaction of those 

decay products w ith gauge couplings to it.

We noted above that thermal effects from the plasm a can be im portant up to 

ha  ~  T  or even somewhat higher. For a  less than this, they change the convexity of 

the effective potential in the a  direction at much earlier times, inducing the onset of 

flat-direction oscillations. We should note th a t since a  ~  H ^  and T  ~  H*,  then a 

decreases at the same ra te  as, or more slowly than, T  for 7 <  n < 9. This means that 

if ha  »  T  right after th e  end of inflation, it will remain so for later times as well. 

Therefore, in the 7 <  n <  9 cases for M  =  101 9  GeV', the Hubble-induced negative 

mass-squared is dom inant and a  will not be lifted until H  ~  10"16, if ha T  at 

H  ~  IO"6.

In sum, we conclude th a t for M  =  Mq ut , a  general flat direction with ft ~  1 0 - 2  

starts oscillating at H  ^  10- 1 6  in the 4 <  n < 8  cases. For the exceptional one with
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h ~  IO- 4  it is true in the n =  9 case as well. For M  = M Pianck in the denom inator, 

only in the n  =  4 case do oscillations of a  general flat direction s ta r t a t H  10-16. 

In the 5 <  n < 9 cases, the flat direction is protected from therm al effects because 

its large vev induces such a large mass for fields coupled to it th a t they cannot be 

therm ally excited in the plasm a of inflaton decay products. For the  exceptional flat 

direction w ith h ~  10-4 , this protection is weaker because of the smaller Yukawa 

coupling to \  (which therefore are lighter and can be excited in therm al equilibrium) 

and, as a result, oscillations start at H  10~ 1 6  in the n  =  5, 6  cases also.

We need to elaborate on the implicit assum ption th a t the \ ’s (p ’s) are effectively 

therm al upon production. In the model that we study, the inflaton decays in the 

perturbative regime, and the decay products have a momentum less than, or compa

rable to, the inflaton mass m ~  10-6 . The \ ’s (o 's) which are produced in two-body 

decays have a m om entum  of order m  3. It can easily be seen th a t the tem perature 

at which oscillations s ta rt (assuming therm al equilibrium) is «  1 0 - 7  in all the above 

cases. Since the momentum of produced particles is greater than  the the average 

therm al m om entum , the dom inant process to reach equilibrium is through the decay 

of \ ’s (p ’s) to o ther particles with smaller momenta. However, the m om entum  of \ ’s 

(o's) is very close to the average therm al momentum. Since therm alization does not 

change the energy density in the plasma, the number density of \ ’s (p ’s) is also close 

to its therm al distribution. Therefore, the plasma-induced mass-squared h2y± (g2j '£-) 

from \ 's  (p ’s) is of the same order as h2T 2 (g2T 2).

5.4 T herm al A  Terms and B aryo/L eptogenesis

Motion along the angular direction is required for the build-up of a  baryon or lepton 

asymmetry. This is possible if a torque is exerted on a  or, equivalently, if a  is not

3The o 's  genetically  have larger a-incluced m asses than do the y ’s. so their production m ay be 

delayed until a  H ubblc-dilutes to a smaller value.
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in  one of the discrete minima along the angular direction, when it starts oscillating. 

These discrete minima are due to the A  term  part of the potential. Before the s ta rt 

of oscillations, the Hubble-induced A  terms are dom inant, and the locations of the 

m inim a are determined by them. During inflation, a  rolls down towards one of these 

m inim a and rapidly settles there. After inflation it tracks that minimum and there is 

no m otion along the angular direction [14]. W hat is necessary then is a non-adiabatic 

change in the location of the minima, such th a t at the onset of oscillations a  is no 

longer in a minimum along the angular direction. In the absence of thermal effects, 

q  would s ta rt its angular motion (as well as its linear oscillations) a t H  ~  m j. 

This occurs as a result of uncorrelated phases of the A  terms induced by the Hubble 

expansion and low-energy supersymmetry breaking. At this time, the la tter takes 

over from the former, and a  will in general no longer be in a minimum along the 

angular direction. This will lead to the generation of a baryon or lepton asymmetry 

if a  carries a  non-zero number of either [14].

As we have seen above, due to thennal effects, in many cases the flat directions 

s ta rt oscillating at much larger H.  At this time the Hubble-induced A  terms are still 

much larger than  the low-energy ones from hidden-sector supersymmetry breaking. In 

order to have angular motion for ct, another A  term  of size comparable to the Hubble- 

induced one, but with uncorrelated phase, is required. Since it is finite-temperature 

effects from the plasma that produce a mass-squared which dominates the Hubble- 

induced one, one might expect that the same effects also produce an A  term which 

dom inates the Hubble-induced A  term. This is the only new effect that could produce 

such an .4 term with uncorrelated phase, as the therm al plasm a is the only difference 

from the standard  scenario.

The simplest such thermal .4 terms arise a t tree-level from cross terms from the 

following two terms in superpotential

h a x x + X n d ^  (5-9)
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which results in the contribution

y “2a n—1
kXnLJ fn-Z  + k x '  (5‘10)

in the scalar potential. In therm al equilibrium, <  x ' 2 > can be approxim ated by T 2 

and therefore the thermal A  term  is of order

J-fn-3 (5-11)M n
There is another thermal .4 term  that arises from one-loop diagrams with gauginos 

and fermionic partners of a. It results in a contribution, in the thermal bath , of order:

x (  g T  \ 2 T a n
"U tTqJ (° }

We have checked that, for the param eter range of interest for this process, this has 

the same order of magnitude as the tree-level A  term. In the following, we use the 

tree-level term for our estimates.

The ratio of the thermal A  term  to the Hubble-induced one is It is clearH a

from the results summarized in the Tables that, at the onset of a  oscillations, the 

therm al *4 term is weaker than the Hubble-induced one in all cases. Therefore, at 

this time the minima along the angular direction are slightly shifted, the curvature 

a t the minima is still determined by the Hubble-induced .4 term, and the force in 

the angular direction is of order An hIQnl3 2 - The ratio of the thermal .4 term  to the 

Hubble-induced one, however, grows as increases in time. We will keep both .4 

terms in the equation of motion of a- in what follows.

Let us consider the case w'here oscillations start because of the back-reaction of 

the \ ’s, as this is the most common case. The mass of a R and q-/ will then be of 

order h T  4. The equation of motion for the flat direction will then be:

4 We shall use g T  for the plasma-induced m ass if  oscillations start because o f the back-reaction

of the <p's.
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7 2̂ _-n— 2  Hot"n~l 2 )
g + 3 H d + A 2 r aa + ( r . - l ) A A „ ^ r 5 -+ .4 A n- t7 ^ r + ( n - l ) A „ 2 lJ 2 1 n_3)a  =  0 (5.13)

At this time the universe is in a  m atter-dom inated phase (by the oscillating in

flaton field) and thus H  =  £ .  Also, T 2  =  (H T dM Pl2)* ~  t~± for H  > 10~1S.
n - 3  1After re-scaling a  —► ( — )n_2 o; and f —>■ Hosct (Hosc_ is the Hubble constant at 

the onset of oscillations), we get the following equations of m otion for the real and 

im aginary components of a

a #  +  f ocr +  cos ((n — 2)9 +  y?) +  - 4 ^ — cos ((n — 1)0) + {n — l ) |a |2(n 2 ,a ^  =  0

d:i  +  j d j  +  a — 6^-1 ■ s in {(n — 2)9 + cp) — .4 -^ — sin ((n  — 1 ) 0 ) + (n — l)|a-|2(n 2)ay =  0
(5.14)

12 2 X
Here a =  (Tosc, =  (HoscT d M p r ) 2 is the plasma tem perature at the onset

n
t .u " - 3

of oscillations), b = (n — l)aA „ \n/n - 3 ------ , and 9  is the relative phase (of 0 (1 ))

between the thermal .4 term and the Hubble-induced .4 term.

The first two terms plus the superpotential one in these equations are the same 

as the ones in the equations derived in [14]. However there are some im portant dif

ferences. First of all, the flat direction mass-squared is not the (constant) low-energy 

value m 3 2  but the thermal mass which is redshifted as . Also, the Hubble-induced 

.4 term  with coefficient H  appears instead of the low-energy one with coefficient m 3 

(the second one is negligible for H  1 0 -16). This explains the 7  factor in front of the 

Hubble induced .4 term. Finally, another A  term, the therm al one, appears which, 

because of its T 2  dependence, is also redshifted as t~i .

At the onset of oscillations t =  f:- =  |  and a  is in one of the minima which 

are determined by the Hubble soft term s. Therefore, recall th a t |ct| t- which was
- 3  1

( KajpAi"— y - 2  before re-scaling, is scaled to |a|,- =  1 , and also 0:- =  nn.  For 0,- =  0,
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Table 5.7: The value of for flat directions which undergo plasma-induced oscilla

tions

M  =  101 6  GeV M  = 101 9  GeV

h =  1 0 ~ 2 h =  1 0 " 4

1oHII-c: h =  1 0 " 4

n =  4 <  1 0 " 1 1 < 1 0 ~n <  1 0 " 1 1 3 x 10" 1 1

7 1 =0 <  lO" 1 1 3 x 10" 1 1 no plasm a effect 3 x 10~ 9

n = 6 H -1 o 1 (—* 4 x 10" 1 1 no plasm a effect 1 0 " 7

n = 7 4 x 10~u 1 0 - 1° no plasm a effect no plasm a effect

n = 8 h-4 o 1 1— o 3 x 10" 1 0 no plasm a effect no plasm a effect

n = 9 no plasm a effect 5 x 10" 1 0 no plasm a effect no plasm a effect

A  =  (n — 1), and A„ =  1, we have solved these equations numerically and calculated 

n B = ctR^§f- — OLi^f-. We find th a t among the cases listed in the Tables 5.1-5.6, only 

for the ones listed in Table 5.7 do we get an ^  of order 10- 1 1  or larger, before any 

subsequent (after reheating) dilution.

It is seen that in some cases ^  is near the observed value of 5 x 10-10. However3
in the most general case, when the standard model gauge group is the only symmetre

group, these viable flat directions constitute only a small subset of all flat directions. 

It is also seen tha t ^  is larger for the exceptional flat direction, for the M  =  101 9  

GeV cases, and for the flat directions which are lifted at a higher level rt. It is easily 

understandable as for larger M  and n, and for smaller h, plasma-induced oscillations 

s ta rt later and closer to the efficient reheat epoch H  =  10-18. Larger M  and n lead 

to a larger vev for the flat direction and, therefore, the condition ha  < T  will be 

satisfied at a later time. A smaller h on the other hand implies that the condition 

h T  > H  will be satisfied at a later time. Later oscillations mean less dilution of the 

generated lepton/bar\'on  asym m etry by the plasm a of inflaton decay products (recall 

that s ~  T 3  is redshifted only as  t~* for H  > 10-18).
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Now we should comment how our results are affected by changes in the model- 

dependent constants involved in the calculations: the reheat tem perature T r  (or 

equivalently the inflaton decay rate), and the constant which appears in the

expression for the flat-direction vev. There are two concerns in this regard. First, 

whether the two conditions for plasma-induced a  oscillations still result in a  consistent 

value for H osc, which is greater than 10-16, and, secondly, what the corresponding 

change in the estim ated value for ^  will be. In our calculations we used T r  ~  10~ 9  

and . c ‘ . ~  1 . If we assume instead that T r  ~  10~ 1 0  and ~  LO-1 , it turns(n—l)Aft (rc—l)An 7
out that for all cases except the margined ones (n =  6 ,7 , 8  cases for h =  1 0 ~ 2  and 

M  =  101 6  GeV and the n =  6  case for h =  10- 4  and M  =  101 9  GeV), plasma 

effects still trigger the oscillations for H  > LO-16, though at a somewhat smaller H.  

Moreover, the value of remains within the same order of m agnitude. Therefore, 

the plasma-induced oscillations of the (non-marginal) flat directions, and the resulting 

value of are rather insensitive to the exact order of magnitude of T r  and .

5.5 Evaporation o f the Flat D irection

Now let us find the time when the a  condensates are knocked out of the zero mode 

by the thermal bath. For the evaporation to happen, it is necessary th a t the thermal 

bath  includes those particles which are coupled to q . Then, two conditions should 

be satisfied: first, the scattering rate of ci off the thermal bath  must be sufficient 

for equilibriation, and secondly, the energy density in the bath m ust be greater than 

th a t in the condensate. The fiat direction has couplings both of Yukawa strength h 

to \ ’s and of gauge strength g  to (p's. The conditions for therm al production of \ ’s 

and 4>'s are ha < T  and ga  <  T , respectively. Since h < g, the x ' s will come to 

therm al equilibrium a t an earlier time. On the other hand, the scattering rate of a  

off the thermal \-’s is r scaft. ~  hAT  while the rate for scattering of a  off the thermal 

6's is r scatL ~  g4T.  Therefore, x ’s are produced earlier but in general have a smaller
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scattering rate. The competition between the x ’s and 0 ’s ,  and between the ratio 

of the energy density of the flat direction to the energy density  in the plasm a will 

determine whether and how the flat direction evaporates.

First we consider those flat directions which have plasm a-induced oscillations. If 

oscillations s ta rt due to the back-reaction of \ ’s (which is the situa tion  for most cases) 

Fscatt. ~  h4T.  For a general flat direction with h ~  10~2, th is  is comparable to H  

a t H  10-1 ',  while for the exceptional flat direction w ith h ~  10- 4  this occurs a t a 

much smaller H.  However, after a  starts its oscillation, it is redshifted as t~ i  while 

T  is redshifted as t~*. This implies that ^  decreases rap id ly  and soon the 0 ’s will 

be in thermal equilibrium. The rate for scattering of a  off therm al 0 ’s is r 5ca«. ~  g4T  

and r scaff. > H  a t H  < 10-12. The energy density in the condensate at the onset 

of oscillations is hrarT2 < T A (recall th a t ha  < T  a t this tim e). The ratio of the 

two energy densities is further redshifted as t~* (for H  >  10-18) which ensures the 

second necessary condition for the evaporation of condensate, i.e., th a t the plasma 

energy density is dom inant over the energy density in the condensate. It can easily 

be checked that the condensate evaporates at F  >  1 0 -18, before the inflaton decay 

is completed 5.

In those cases in which the plasma effects do not lead to a n  early oscillation of the 

flat direction, oscillations start at H  ~  10-16, when the low-energy supersym metrv 

breaking takes over the Hubble-induced one. It is im portan t to find the time when 

the condensate will evaporate in these cases too. For such fla t directions, the ratio of 

the baryon number density to the condensate density is of o rder one [14]. Therefore, 

if the condensate dom inates the energy density of the universe before evaporation, 

the resulting will also be of order one. Some regulating m echanism  is then needed 

in order to obtain the value for successful big bang nucleosynthesis: ~  1 0 - 1 0  [2 0 ].

°If a  oscillations start due to  the back-reaction of d>’s, from the b eg in n in g  g a  <  T  and r sca££. ~  

g'l T .  Therefore, there is no need to wait for further redshift of a  and aga in  th e  condensate evaporates 

at H  »  H T 18.
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Now consider a general flat direction w ith h ~  10~2. As we showed, in the 

5 <  n < 9 cases for M  =  101 9  GeV, and the n = 9 case for M  =  101 6  GeV, plasm a 

effects are not im portant and the flat direction starts oscillating a t H  ~  10-16. By 

H  ~  10~ 1 8  the inflaton has efficiently decayed and a  has been redshifted by a factor 

of 10-2 . From then on, the universe is radiation-dom inated, so a  oc and T  oc . 

Therefore, the energy density in the condensate is redshifted as t~* whilst the energy 

density in radiation is redshifted as t~2. If the condensate does not evaporate (or 

decay) until very late times, its energy density dominates th a t of the radiation and 

universe will again be m atter-dom inated. At the beginning of oscillations, i.e., a t 

H  ~  10~16, a has the largest vev in the n =  9 case for M  =  101 9  GeV, which is 

a  ~  10~W At H  ~  10- 1 8  this is redshifted to a  ~  10- ^  which still leaves ha  > T , 

so plasmons with this Yukawa coupling to the flat direction cannot be produced. 

However, since a  redshifts more rapidly than T, eventually ha  becomes of order T, 

after a time such that

T  ~  lO- ^ 1, a  ~  1 0 "^  (5.15)

It is easily seen that at this time the energy density in the condensate and in the 

radiation are of the same order. Moreover, r sca«. ~  10_8T  H  and the condensate 

evaporates promptly. This case is marginal as the condensate alm ost dominates the 

energy density of the universe at evaporation.

In the 5 <  n < 8  cases for M  = 101 9  GeV and the n =  9 case for M  =  101 6  

GeV, the vev is considerably smaller and the energy density in radiation is even more 

dom inant. Therefore, a general flat direction with h ~  10- 2  will evaporate before 

dom inating the energy density of the universe. We summarize the situation for a 

general flat direction with h  ~  1 0 -2 , regarding both the early, i.e., plasma-induced, 

oscillation, and evaporation, in Table 5.8.

For the exceptional flat direction with h 10- 4  the situation is different. Here 

plasm a effects are not im portant in the 7 <  n < 9 cases for M  =  101 9  GeV. In the
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Table 5.8: Viability of scenarios with, generic Yukawa coupling h =  10~2

M  =  1 0 1 6  GeV M  =  101 9  GeV

Early Oscillation Evaporation Early Oscillation Evaporation

n =  4 V V V V
n — 5 V V V
n =  6 marginal V V
n = 7 marginal V V
n = 8 marginal V V
n = 9 V m arginal

n =  9 case the condition for therm al production of \ ’s, ha  =  T  gives

T  ~  10“ ^ ,  a  ~  10- ^  (5.16)

which means we do not need as much redshift to reduce a, so \ ’s are produced earlier 

and at a higher tem perature. How*ever, Fscaff. ~  10- 1 6 T, which is much smaller than 

H  at this time. Therefore, the condensate cannot evaporate by scattering off the \ ’s. 

It is easily seen that h T  > m i ~  10- 1 6  when h a  = T.  This implies tha t the mass and 

energy density of the flat direction are h T  and h2a 2T 2, respectively, upon therm al 

production of \ ’s, and the energy density in the flat direction and the therm al bath  

are comparable. As long as h T  > m i. a  and T  are both redshifted as t~%. During 

this interval ^  remains constant and the flat direction and plasma energy densities 

remain comparable. Later, when T  < 10~ 1 2  we have h T  < m i, and the energy density 

in the condensate is m i 2a 2 and begins to dom inate the thermal energy density. At 

some point, ga < T  and p ’s can be produced thermally. The scattering rate of the 

condensate off the p ’s is r 5 Ca«. ~  10_4T  which is clearly at equilibrium. However, the 

energy density in the condensate is now' overwhelmingly dominant and evaporation
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Table 5.9: Viability of scenarios with exceptional Yukawa coupling h — 10 4

M  =  101 6  GeV M  = 101 9  GeV

Early Oscillation Evaporation Early Oscillation Evaporation

n =  4 >/ V V V
n =  5 v/ V V V
n =  6 V V marginal V
n — 7 V V
n  =  8 V V
n =  9 V v/

cloes not occur. For the n =  7, 8  cases the situation is similar and the condensate 

does not evaporate. The summary for the exceptional flat direction, regarding both 

the early, i.e., plasma-induced, oscillation, and evaporation, is illustrated in Table 5.9.

In summary: a general flat direction, i.e., with h ~  10-2 , which does not have 

plasma-induced early oscillation, does not come to dominate the energy density of 

the universe (the n =  9 case for M  =  101 9  GeV' is marginal). For the exceptional flat 

direction, i.e., with h ~  1 0 -4 , the situation is different, and it dominates the energy 

density of the universe before decay.

5.6 D iscussion

We have found that all flat directions, except those which are lifted by nonrenor- 

malizable superpotential terms of high dimension and with a large mass scale in the 

denom inator, start oscillating at early times due to plasma effects. For a general flat 

direction with h ~  10~ 2  these are the n =  4 case for M  = 101 9  GeV' and the 4 <  n <  8  

cases for M  =  101 6  GeV (with the 6  <  n < 8  cases being marginal and sensitive to 

model-dependent parameters). For the exceptional flat direction with h ~  10 - 4  these
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are the 4 <  n < 6  cases for M  =  101 9  GeV (with the n  =  6  case being m arginal and 

sensitive to model-dependent param eters) and all n for M  =  101 6  GeV. In these cases 

it is difficult to achieve efficient baryon asymmetry generation by the oscillation of 

the condensate along the flat direction. We showed th a t a general flat direction, i.e., 

one with h ~  1 0 -2 , which is not lifted by therm al effects, still evaporates before dom

inating the energy density of the universe. This is not im portan t for baryogenesis, 

however, and the resulting dilution by the therm al bath  can be used to regulate the 

zf- which is initially of order one. On the other hand, the exceptional flat direction, 

i.e., one w ith h ~  1 0 -4 , which is not lifted by plasma effects, dom inates the energy 

density of the universe before its decay.

For models w ith supersym m etry breaking via low-energy' gauge m ediation, on the 

other hand, the evaporation of the condensate has yet another im plication. In such 

models there is a candidate for cold dark m atter, the so called Q-ball [21]. In order to 

have stable Q-balls as dark m atte r candidates, some flat directions m ust dom inate the 

energy density of the universe. This means th a t any flat direction wiiich is evaporated 

by the therm al bath  cannot be used to form a Q-ball.

Now the question is which flat directions are lifted by n > 4 terms. A look at [10] 

reveals that only 18 out of 295 directions which are D- and F-flat at the renormalizable 

level in the MSSM are not lifted at the n =  4 level. Even a sm aller subset of only 

2 flat directions are not lifted at the n =  6  level. If nonrenormalizable terms of 

dimension 4 and 5 are not forbidden by imposing other symmetries, only a very few 

flat directions in the MSSM can be used for baryogenesis and even fewer for Q-ball 

formation (regardless of the mass scale in the denom inator or Yukawa couplings of 

these flat directions). This is if all higher-order terms which respect gauge symm etry 

exist in the superpotential. W ith other symmetries (discrete or continuous) imposed 

on the model, a specific flat direction will, in general, be lifted a t a  higher level. 

The initial vev of ct can then be larger and and <t> quanta ma3 r not be produced 

thermally, and the standard  treatm ent of the Affleck-Dine baryogenesis may be valid.
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M odel-dependent analysis is needed to identify at which level a given flat direction is 

actually  lifted, in a given model.

Finally, an interesting possibility is the parametric-resonance decay of a  super- 

symmetric flat direction to the  fields <p to which it is gauge-coupled. The occurrence 

and implications of a potential param etric resonance are more pronounced for those 

flat directions which s ta rt their oscillations at H  ~  1 0 -16, as in the standard  scenario. 

They have an incredibly large q =  ( ^ j ) 2  6  which could be as large as O(1020) (the 

param eter q determines the strength  of resonance [16]). Explosive resonance decay 

could also prevent these flat directions from dom inating the energy density of the 

universe. However, the situation  is too complicated to allow simple estim ates based 

on the results of parametric-resonance decay of a real scalar field. First of all, the 

renormalizable part of the scalar potential (including the D-term  part which is re

sponsible for parametric-resonance decay to p's) is fully known and very complicated. 

Moreover, the flat direction itself is a  complex scalar field. This may result in out- 

of-phase oscillations in the im aginary part of the flat direction, as well as in o ther 

scalar fields which are coupled to the same o, which can then substantially alter the 

outcome of simple param etric resonance [2 2 ].

5.7 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have seen th a t many of the MSSM flat directions may s ta rt their 

oscillations differently than in the standard scenario, where the low-energy supersym 

m etry breaking determines the onset of oscillations. The two key ingredients for such 

a different behaviour are: superpotential Yukawa couplings of the flat directions to 

o ther fields, and the thermal plasm a from partial inflaton decay, whose instantaneous 

tem perature is higher than the reheat tem perature. Together, these lead to an earlier

6For those flat directions which have plasm a-induced oscillations, m j  is replaced by h T  or g T ,  

leading to a considerably sm aller q.
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s ta rt of the oscillations. On the one hand, the masses of those fields which are coupled 

to the flat direction that are induced by the flat-direction vev are then small enough 

to be kinematically accessible to inflaton decay and, on the other hand, induce large 

enough therm al masses for flat directions from the back-reaction of those fields to 

overcome the negative Hubble-induced mass-squared of the flat directions. Subse

quently, therm al masses and A  terms may be responsible for baryo/leptogenesis, but 

typically result in an insufficient baryon/lepton asymmetry of the universe. The os

cillations are also term inated earlier, due to evaporation of the flat direction through 

its interactions w ith the thermal plasma. It was also shown that even for many flat 

directions whose oscillations are not initiated by plasm a effects, these effects cause 

them  to evaporate before dom inating the energy density of the universe.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

W ith the four case studies completed, some final statements are in order. The work 

presented in this thesis was mainly based on model-independent investigations (except 

that of chapter two), yet some definitive conclusions can be reached for individual 

chapters and the overall work.

Let us first consider the individual chapters. In chapter 2, we saw that R-parity 

violation in the heavy neutrino sector leads to instability of the LSP through induced 

soft supersymmetry breaking masses at low energies. The LSP decay rate, however, 

crucially depends on the type of R-parity violating term. For the N N N  coupling it is 

suppressed by the mass of the right-handed neutrino. This implies th a t with a large 

enough mass for successful implementation of the see-saw mechanism, the LSP could 

still be of cosmological relevance. For the NH iH o  coupling, however, the situation is 

rather different. In this case the decay rate is not suppressed by heavy masses leading, 

therefore, to rapid decay of the LSP unless the NHoH-i coupling is unnaturally  small. 

This investigation proves the power of cosmology, in particular when combined with 

laboratory limits, in constraining new physics.

We learned from chapter 3 that self-interactions of bosonic decay products may 

qualitatively alter the nature of param etric resonance. Although the original work 

was conducted in the narrow-band resonance regime, later studies proved the gen-
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erality of its results in the broad-band case as well. The m ain motivation in this 

study was gravitino overproduction (in supersymmetric models) as a  result of the 

param etric resonance decay of the inflaton. It was shown th a t self-interactions of 

m oderate strength can prevent the abrupt reheat that leads to disastrous gravitino 

production, and that supersymmetry can naturally provide such self-interactions of 

gauge strength. Model-dependent analysis is needed in different cases, to see whether 

the decay products have self-interactions of this kind.

The m ain conclusion of chapter 4 is that for a complex scalar field the broad

band resonance may be delayed until later times. W ith a phase invariant coupling, 

a (not unnaturally small) phase difference in oscillations of the real and imaginary 

parts can shut-off the resonance at early stages. This delay has very im portant 

consequences. It may solve the gravitino problem, since a later decay leads to a 

lower reheat temperature. It also has very' im portant consequences for superheavy 

particle production during resonance. Such a phase difference can be im portant even 

when the decay' products have a relatively' small occupation number, as its effect is 

to induce a time-independent mass term for the decay products, which may restore 

the adiabaticity in the time-variation of their masses. This is most effective during 

the first oscillations of the field; therefore, resonance can be killed very early. The 

interesting point is that the strength of this out of phase component is independent 

of the couplings of the oscillating field to other fields. However, model-dependent 

studies are needed to determine its strength in each case. The same results can hold 

if several real oscillating fields are coupled to the same final state field.

The studies in chapters 3 and 4 convey two main messages. First, broad-band 

resonance is very' sensitive to the behaviour of oscillating field. All that is needed 

for broad-band resonance is an interval where the time-variation of the oscillating 

field is non-adiabatic. The number density of produced particles and their spectrum 

depends only on the behaviour of the oscillating field in this interval. In general, this 

is very short compared with the period of oscillations, implying th a t even a very' small
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distortion in the oscillations can violate this non-adiabaticity and destroy resonance. 

Second, the tim e has come for model-dependent analyses. During the past years, the 

dynamics of param etric resonance has been understood to a very good extent. To 

make quantita tive predictions, different models should be (re)considered in order to 

see whether param etric  resonance indeed plays a role in them.

The conclusion of chapter 5 is that general estim ates for the baryon asymmetry' 

of the universe from  Affleck-Dine mechanism m ay need substantial modifications. 

It is generally believed that supersymmetric flat directions start their oscillations 

when low energy supersymmetry breaking becomes dom inant over supersymmetrv 

breaking effects by non-zero energy of the early universe. However, it was shown that 

for many flat directions supersymmetry breaking effects induced by the plasma of 

partial inflaton decay lead to a much earlier oscillation. Most notably, when all higher 

dimensional term s are allowed, flat directions which are lifted at the n =  4, 5 levels 

(and consist alm ost all of the MSSM flat directions) s ta rt their oscillations due to such 

plasm a effects, regardless of the underlying scale of new physics. The estim ates for the 

baryon asym m etry generation from such flat directions are typically very small. They 

could be substantially  larger if these flat directions are lifted at a higher superpotential 

level. This would be the case if other symmetries which forbid the presence of the 

relevant non-renormalizable superpotential terms are imposed. Therefore, in this case 

too, m odel-dependent studies are needed to make clear predictions.

In conclusion, the start and term ination of scalar field oscillations in the early uni

verse are generally much more complicated than previously thought. This confronts us 

with new challenges in model building. Consequently, some previously viable models 

may now be ruled out. It is very im portant, therefore, to (re)consider each model and 

see whether it needs modification. Today we know much more about reheating and 

baryogenesis (and their inter-relations) than 5 years ago, but a realistic model with 

consistent and acceptable predictions is still lacking. This ensures th a t astro-particle 

physics will rem ain as active and interesting as ever in the coming years.
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